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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE LEARNING  

Knowledge Discovery from Data (KDD) is data mining [1] and is used in 

various fields such as information mining (IT), finance and medicine. Rapid 

development of pre-existing databases helps to turn data into useful facts and 

knowledge. As huge data is gathered at enormous speed with multi-dimensional and 

distributed way, conventional models require efficient machine learning model for data 

analysis. However, these models take high computational time for pattern discovery in 

order to extract hidden information in the large databases. Data mining or knowledge 

discovery from databases (KDD) means extracting very thought-provoking and 

significant patterns and relationships between the information stored on large 

databases. These results are recycled for different objectives and for different areas, 

ranging from organizational management, product marketing, research and 

development, disease diagnosis, data security and MIS decision-making. Such choices 

are defined by enormous amounts of data that are related in various ways to each other. 

Because of the massive data and high data growth rate in the medical field, human 

analysis skills are inadequate. Because biotechnology is developing at a high rate of 

growth, more and more biological data is being collected and made available for 

analysis. The importance of developing new techniques to extract knowledge from it 

also increases when bio-molecular data grows significantly. The healthcare 

environment is generally seen as rich in information, but unfortunate in the distribution 

of knowledge [2]. Within the various healthcare systems, the rich data is readily 

accessible. However, there are very few analytical tools available that are efficient and 

able to extract relationships that are hidden between data and data trends. Mining of 

data and exploration of information help many applications to find information in the 

areas of medical science and other fields of science. The knowledge that has a high 

value is identified from the applications. These applications are techniques for the 

mining of medical hospital data. Through this research, we intend to observe the 

possible use of data mining techniques that are the basis of classification and the 

decision tree of massive volumes of health data. 
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1.2 IMPORTANCE OF CLASSIFICATION  

Classification is an attempt to predict the class label for each case in the data 

accurately. This is how a classification task begin with known class assignments. So, a 

credit risk prediction model for many loan applicants over the period of time can be 

developed. Besides or alternatively, it might capture education, employment history, 

home ownership or rental history, years of residence, number of investments, and so 

on. Credit rating would be the target, other attributes would be the predictors, and 

customer data will become the cases. Classification model can be used to find 

relationships between the values of predictors and the values of the target variable. 

Some classification systems use different techniques when discovering relationships 

between objects. A model of these relationships can be applied to other data set in which 

the classes cannot be allocated beforehand. Classification models are checked by 

contrast by comparing their predictions of target values with known target values in 

sample data. The model is typically divided into two parts; one for building the model 

and the other to test the model. Classifier models produce classifications and assigns 

probabilities for each case. In the same way, that type of models predicts the probability 

of each classification for each customer. 

 

1.3 MOTIVATION 

Identifying interesting or hidden patterns play a vital role in many real time 

applications, such as decision making, business intelligence, and data mining. For 

example, an anomalous transaction of a credit card may imply unauthorized usage. Data 

mining anomaly detection techniques have been used in the past to detect fraud usage 

of credit cards, medical disease prediction and network anomaly detection. The data 

base sizes were about 500 to 1000 items. The accuracies obtained were 50 to 75 %. 

Detected outliers are candidates for aberrant data that may otherwise adversely lead to 

model misspecification, biased parameter estimation and incorrect results. It is 

therefore important to identify them prior to modeling and analysis. 

With the emergence of large data collected from real-world scenarios it is 

important to apply the anomaly detection techniques for the large data also. The 

conventional anomaly detection models are inefficient and infeasible, as the size and 

number of instances are large. As the size of network data increases, the risk of cyber-

attacks on the complex networks are also increases accordingly also they not give better 

accuracy. In order to improve accuracy new methods are required, In this thesis work 
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several modified machine learning approaches have been used to attain higher level of 

accuracy in classification. 

The extraction of hidden information from heterogeneous database is one of the 

major issue in real-time applications. In data mining research, the data mining algorithm 

for both high-dimensionality and cardinal data was considered one of the challenges. 

The large number of data generated with different heterogeneous features are used in 

the conventional models for pattern discovery   

 Selection of subsets of features or sub-set attributes is useful in different data 

mining and machine learning algorithms. The advantage of selecting sub-set functions 

is multiple folds. These advantages motivated us to address this issue. The challenge is 

to find the key features in order to eliminate from the real-world data to optimize 

classification performance. This leads to high training accuracy and low testing 

accuracy; the over-adjustment problem is known. This problem occurs because of the 

fact that the data have irrelevant and noisy features. These algorithms also do not allow 

for useful decisions. Therefore, the choice of features is needed to decrease over the use 

of large data. Feature selection methods can solve this problem by feature subset using 

ranking methods. 

 

1.4 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

1.4.1 Research Gaps:  

The Following Gaps Are Identified 

• Traditional classification models failed to find the anomaly patterns prior to 

pattern analysis. The primary challenge in constructing the patterns the traditional 

classification models between the normal class and anomaly class.  

• Most of the conventional techniques are based on binary classification for tree 

construction anonymity. As the levels of decision tree increases traditional model 

require high computational memory with high error rate. 

• Traditional models use homogeneous data type for data classification with 

limited data features. Mixed attributes, High true negative rate pose lot problems. They 

result in   High classification error rate due to imbalance property. Traditional models 

perform decision making on the positive associated pattern. 

Most of the conventional techniques are based on data size with limited number 

of attribute sets during training and testing phases. Traditional models degrade 

performance on high dimensional features for pre-anomaly detection. Difficult to check 
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the attribute based anomaly detection on large datasets such as somatic cancer and 

network datasets 

The main focus of this research is to optimize the prior probabilities of medical 

data feature classes and gene-disease prediction for improving the true positive rate of 

the scalable classification algorithm.  

1.4.2 Solution 

Therefore, it is necessary to use modified data mining techniques to overcome 

the problems. This thesis work proposes the following modified techniques to improve 

accuracy in anomaly detection thereby detecting diabetics, cancer deceases, correct 

type of glass used in criminological investigation and better attack detection. 

1. Probabilistic Feature Engineering  

2. Classification Accuracy Enhancement through Meta-learners  

3. Re-engineering of ensembles for real world datasets. 

The development of above models is described in subsequent sections. The proposed 

work is summarized in the form of following objectives. 

 

1.5 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The objective of the research is to find the anomaly in the numerical attributes 

by classifying the data using the advanced decision tree models. The main objectives 

of the research are 

1. Improving Classification accuracy using statistical control chart based 

extreme outlier removal model combined with modified decision tree 

model for distributed data with modified entropy and information gain to better 

detection of diabetes, correct type of glass, network attacks, cancer decease and 

credit risks in the credit dataset. 

2. Implementing Relevant feature selection model with multivariate analysis 

for high dimensional dataset for more efficient classification leading to better 

detection of diabetes, network attacks, cancer decease and credit fraud datasets. 

3. Improving Classification accuracy with Ensemble based Partition classifier 

model with large number of feature sets leading to better detection of 

diabetes, network attacks, cancer decease and credit risks in the credit fraud 

datasets. 
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1.6 DATA DESCRIPTION 

Many studies have contrasted neural networks with other methods of scoring. 

In a study that compared discriminant analysis, logistic regression and neural network 

models, the neural network model had an overall efficiency rating that was higher than 

logistic regression and support vector machine. Credit scoring is still very limitedly 

known by the world. Although credit scoring started in 1941, until the turn of the 

century, the use of credit scoring was limited to client evaluation. The uses of credit 

scoring have expanded to different areas in the short period of life. The following 

section deals with the review of studies in various fields concerning the application of 

credit scoring. The first credit scoring application, who recognized the need for a 

numerical value that could quantify the applicant's creditworthiness and assist the 

lender in the process of subscription. The tool's prominence has also increased with 

increased pressure on the banking sector to generate more credit facilities. Wider 

product ranges have forced creditors to customize their models. The use of credit 

scoring has historically been restricted to the assessment of home loans, mortgages, and 

consumer credit. Lending to small businesses, however has been viewed by most 

lenders as a risky game. Banks preferred to lend with large valued collateral, accounted 

financials, and proven credit history to large enterprises that processed systematic 

future plans. Many small businesses find it very difficult to get loans from lenders. A 

major hindrance has been experienced by lenders because they have had no place to 

grow. Lenders are looking for opportunities for their loan customers' repayment history 

to improve. Banks and other formal lenders are now targeting small businesses whose 

financial needs have been met primarily by local money lenders. Therefore, one of the 

lender's important priorities is to look out for creditworthy borrowers. Credit scoring 

has proven to be an effective tool for assessing the associated credit risk and reducing 

lending costs to small business borrowers. 

Cancer research is one of the major fields of medical research. Understanding 

the likelihood of cancer developing is an important feature to improve the treatment of 

cancer. Microarrays can be used to diagnose different types of cancers and to predict it. 

For example, research into the classification of lymphoma, leukaemia, breast cancer, 

and liver cancer has employed gene expression data very effectively. Microarray 

technology provides a new tool for automating the diagnostic work and improving the 

precise traditional diagnosis techniques. The expression of thousands of genes can be 
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examined at once with microarrays. Higher expression testing of certain genes can help 

cancer predict. The problem in the analysis of microarrays however is that gene 

expression data are ultra-highly dimensional (microarray image). The high dimension 

of microarrays makes it extremely difficult to process them and their complexity in time 

and space. Therefore, it is important to reduce the data dimensionality before further 

processing in order to make processing microarray feasible.  The t statistics are directed 

to the medium differences between the interclasses and inverse to the standard 

deviations of the interclasses. Small standard deviations in the intrinsic classes and a 

large interclass mean difference show a good class gene (small p-value). Based on the 

overlap of distributions, a p-value is determined. The microarray gene classification of 

cancer is a major problem for classification problem. 

 KDD99dataset: MIT Lincoln Laboratory conducted a reckon for evaluating 

intrusion detection tools in 1998-99. This research work was supported by DARPA, an 

intrusion detection community for further attacks evaluation. This KDDCup’99 data is 

most commonly used public intrusion detection dataset.  The KDD99 data consists of 

both labeled and unlabeled instances.  

 

1.7 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 

Chapter 1 Describes the introduction to anomaly detection models, different 

classification approaches to numerical and mixed type of attributes. In this chapter, 

motivation, research gaps, problem statement and research objectives are discussed. 

Chapter 2 Presents the survey on different types of anomaly detection models, 

classification models, and statistical analysis methods on medical, credit card 

databases. In this chapter, the problem of different ensemble learning models are also 

discussed on different applications. 

Chapter 3 Provides information about Design Methodology of statistical anomaly 

detection model on the numerical type of attributes for classification problem. In this 

chapter, a hybrid anomaly detection model is proposed for decision tree classification 

problem on different databases such as credit card, kdd and medical datasets. 

Chapter 4 Presents the feature selection based classification model on high dimensional 

mixed feature space. In this chapter, a hybrid feature selection model is proposed for 

optimized decision tree classification problem on different datasets. 
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Chapter 5 Present the hybrid feature selection based ensemble learning model on large 

databases and high dimensional feature space. In this chapter, an advanced ensemble 

learning model is proposed in order to improve the overall prediction rate on different 

types of application datasets. 

Chapter 6 Presents the conclusions and future scope of the research work. 

 

1.8 SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK  

In this work, a hybrid framework is designed and implemented on the different 

real-world datasets such as medical dataset, network dataset and credit card dataset. 

Proposed framework is implemented in three phases. The framework will have 3 phases 

1. Probabilistic Feature Engineering 2. Classification Accuracy Enhancement through 

Meta-learners 3. Re-engineering of ensembles for real world datasets.  In the first phase, 

probabilistic feature engineering module is developed in order to find the essential key 

features on different datasets. First phase is implemented and discussed in the chapter 

3. In the second phase, a meta-heuristic based classification model is implemented on 

different datasets in order to optimize the error rate and accuracy. Second phase is 

implemented and discussed in chapter 4.  Finally, in the third model, a hybrid ensemble 

learning model is developed on the different real-world datasets. In this phase, real-

world datasets such as networking data, medical data and credit card case study data 

are used to evaluate the experimental results. This phase is implemented and discussed 

in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents high dimensionality and imbalance in medical datasets 

which are the key problems. Traditional classifiers classifies only some of the disease 

prediction characteristics with low true negative rates and high error rates. Filtering 

techniques choose the subset of features in a pre-processing phase from the selected 

classifier. Wrapper techniques use a black box for a single learner to evaluate the 

function subsets on the basis of their predictive effectiveness. The embedded techniques 

select the features in the integrated phase and are generally particular for one individual 

instances. PSO and neural action provide a possible optimization solution [3]. Each 

particle accelerates toward the most beneficial compromise state during each iteration. 

The algorithm scales poorly when determining the optimized solution to the problem. 

Goals in multi-objective poison process (MOPP) is designed to be dynamic and have 

connectivity. The MOPP approach is well-suited to determine all existing problems to 

improve anomaly relationship. One of the heuristically approach of optimization for 

action extraction is like colony and particle swarm optimization. PSO retains particles 

and transfers them into the search area. Both the ACO and PSO algorithms use one-

classification rules sequence of covering patterns. The construction in machine learning 

models was an active research topic. The main learning machine models to learn group 

classifiers in high-dimensional datasets are boosting, bagging or stacking. The poor 

graders are learned from the training data in this method. In order to evaluate the 

missing values of attributes, they have developed a new bicluster Bayesian main 

element analysis method. A popular approach to missing value estimation attribute is 

Bavaria's principal component analysis [4]. In order to achieve optimum parameters, an 

automatic training mechanism is introduced. Further work can be undertaken in future 

in order to significantly reduce the normalized root-mean-square error. 

 

2.2 ANOMALY DETECTION MODELS IN DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS  

The intelligent anomaly detection analysis system has introduced using main 

components and distribution algorithm estimations in the paper [5]. The primary step 

is to generate random values from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a small 
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standard deviation, after summing the entire data. As datasets increase in size and 

dimension, current models will require much more computation in order to fit them. [6] 

presented a feature selection approach with high dimensional clustering. Feature 

selection is effective in reducing the difficulties of data dimensionality. All ordinary 

feature selection procedures are useless because they are impractical for handling huge 

data sets. This research paper emphasizes on an advanced technique in order to 

overcome dimensionality issues. Here, the clustering approach is merged with 

correlation technique to generate proper feature subset. Initially, each and every 

irrelevant feature is discarded with the help of k-mean clustering scheme. After that, all 

non-redundant features are chosen with the help of correlation measure from every 

individual cluster. [8] Implemented an advanced methodology for feature selection and 

classification of microarray data. They examined the Pareto based features approach. 

Due to the high dimensionality of neural network search space, this problem is 

becoming increasingly difficult to solve. In this way only important genes are required 

to be retrieved to eliminate genetic disorders [9]. Hence, the process of dimension 

reduction plays vital role during the process of classification.  Almost all of the ranking 

schemes are implemented during the process of feature selection. Various kinds of 

ranking schemes are responsible for allocating different ranks to a particular gene [10]. 

Selection process will vary greatly depending on the ranking scheme used. In this way, 

classification rate can be lowered considerably. In order to resolve this issue, both 

subjective and objective measures are used in this research paper. This two rank 

approach has the responsibility to produce a number of features. Kumar et.al. Proposed 

a recursive memetic model for genome selection in microarray data [11]. Feature 

selection has a major impact in the field of biomedical diagnosis process. It is aimed at 

selecting a subsample of genes that can be used to make a prediction of malignant 

diseases. Also this technique would be helpful to identify the type of cancer especially 

the complicated cancer diagnosis. Researchers tried to obtain better data classification 

accuracy with few amounts of features extracted. They presented an efficient and 

effective memetic algorithm for swarming entities. This is a revolutionary algorithm 

that is more effective as compared to traditional algorithm. This genetic algorithm is 

way better than [7] genetic algorithm. Dimension reduction is considered as an 

important step during the process of machine learning and data mining. It has wide 

range of applications in the field of medicines, bioinformatics genetics. In this piece of 
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research work, they have presented a new two-step local dimension reduction technique 

which has the responsibility to classify microarray data. 

 

2.3 TRADITIONAL STATISTICAL RANKING MODELS FOR 

CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM 

These traditional datasets are small in size and large in scope. In this method, if 

there are missing values, these will be replaced by zero in the dataset. [13] used a hybrid 

system of feature selection and clustering to consider the high dimensional data. Feature 

selection is a valuable procedure that decreases the number of features. Feature 

selection will not be very effective in solving large data sets. This paper used a 

sophisticated technique to handle dimensionality problems. An unsupervised approach 

is combined with a regression analysis in order to detect important associations. Each 

and every irrelevant feature of the feature space is pruned from the data. All important 

features are chosen as they are highly correlated with other features. [14] a unique two-

phase procedure for the feature selection and classification of microarrays. A Pareto 

based approach has been evaluated. This will increase the number of genes that will be 

searched. Although all genes are not necessary, only necessary genes are needed to be 

used in genetic engineering. This is because of the essential role that dimension 

reduction plays in the process of classification. The ranking schemes are employed 

during feature selection in classifiers. Ranking and evaluating genes occur in order to 

give them different ranks and categories. The selection process depends on whether the 

ranking scheme is appropriate for the task at question. As such, the determination 

accuracy can be greatly diminished. In order to resolve the aforementioned issue, a bi-

pronged approach utilized in this dissertation is presented. The approach is essentially 

two-rank based which has the responsibility to produce numbers of features. They 

proposed a recursive memetic approach to utilize the power of microarray data to 

improve gene selection [15]. Feature selection is important for biomedical diagnosis 

and other medical processes. The paper seeks to choose certain genes that could be used 

to implement an appropriate classification system for accurately predicting cancer. This 

analytical method is efficient enough to detect the cancer type with great accuracy. The 

researchers sought improved classification accuracy as well as the ability to extract few 

features of the data. The recursive memetic algorithm is an effective, efficient and very 

cost efficient algorithm designed to select genes. This approach is a modified version 

of meme-based machine learning that performs better than the traditional machine 
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learning algorithm. This algorithm is an improvement over previous genetic algorithm. 

Reduction of dimensionality is considered as an important step in machine learning and 

a useful tool in data analysis. The field of medicine has numerous applications for the 

expression. In this working paper, they have presented a new two-step global dimension 

reduction technique ensuring classification accuracy. By using microarray data, we can 

find expressed genes that are differentially expressed. An artificial neural network, 

optimized genetically, is proposed as the most likely predictive model. This model 

judges’ candidates for genetic testing. The research paper proposed a plan to diagnose 

and determine prognosis. This technique can be used in cases where a high number of 

biomarkers is required for identification and characterization. 

 

2.4 ISSUES OF TRADITIONAL STATISTICAL MODELS ON MEDICAL 

DATABASES 

Traditional approaches do not adequately detect computational variants across 

high-dimensional datasets. Since it is difficult to process all cancer patterns, a system 

for cancer classification must also consider other cancer patterns. In an attempt to 

resolve these criticism, different machine learning methods are mentioned/introduced. 

Machine learning algorithms that are usually used to identify the most important 

features. They have carefully examined various existing methods in order to select the 

most pertinent features from the microarray data. They have integrated multiple 

classifiers at the time of classification to ensure the best decision. Therefore, the overall 

computational cost also increases significantly. Noise is unwanted during the 

classification process. As a result, selection of essential cancer patches is highly 

recommended during the classification process. All cancer selecting techniques utilize 

either a filter or wrapper scheme, or both. Filtering approaches have to assess the 

goodness of each individual feature. In order to rank all cancers, relationships between 

each individual cancer with respect to its specific class label are considered. Univariate 

scoring metrics heavily influence the overall ranking criteria. As the size of the feature 

space increases, there is a predefined number of features for classification. When trying 

to learn a classification model with very many features, big issues may arise such as 

performance and scalability [16]. 
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2.5 TRADITIONAL FEATURE SELECTION BASED CLASSIFICATION 

PROBLEMS ON MEDICAL AND KDD DATABASES 

Many researchers have been using statistical and mining tools to help doctors 

detect heart disease. Only by mining algorithms can you achieve better in heart disease 

analysis. Many researchers have been studying various types of algorithms to improve 

heart disease prediction. No proper treatments for patients suffering from heart disease 

was given. To overcome the disadvantages, it has been identified that there is a gap 

between identifying the disease and the necessary treatments. This technique will 

attempt to analyze whether true performance is supported by the treatment dataset as 

well as to discover any heart-related disease. Classification techniques are used by 

researchers to diagnose heart-related diseases because of the increase in population 

deaths and the availability of large quantity of patient information. Information mining 

tools help us extract relevant information from large data sets in a quick and effective 

manner. In data mining, there are many techniques, classification is used in many 

databases mining the knowledge rules. Decision trees are mostly used for classifying 

because they are simple to understand. Although there are many mining algorithms 

available for classification such as artificial neural network, bayes classifiers, and 

nearest neighbor rule, among machine learning algorithms, decision tree mining is 

simple and efficient. C4.5 is the ID3 algorithm's natural extension and simply responds 

to a discrimination issue and can be presented to non-specialist listeners quickly enough 

without comprehension problems. It is proven and confirmed that definite C4.5 [19] is 

the most powerful and preferred method in machine learning. A new sample selection 

algorithm can help reduce the amount of time required to develop and to refine 

classifiers. This is because the decision trees aims at finding solutions for the problem 

which best fit the reality. The best training set is identified in an iterative process. This 

product is extremely accurate as well as has great details. The best selection is based on 

the similarity of materials or materials used. The proposed method has better 

performance in accuracy and time compared to the competitive method C4.5. This 

decision tree works properly on large samples and involves the initial training set. For 

this reason, the data rate can be underestimated. Entropy shortens the way it calculates 

entropy in the convex case. The number of training samples is not determined by the 

selection of the sample, so there is room for additional research in the future. 

Classification tree's application in discrete and continuous attributes is known as C4.5. 

It is based on ratios between the amount of information obtained from given sample 
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and the additional information derived from the sample. One drawback of C4.5 is its 

low informational entropy or diversity. To overcome the shortcomings of contemporary 

C4.5 approach, modified C4.5 is used. This new system can handle out-of-standard 

situations. The adjusted MC4.5 program yields better results. A hybrid model may be 

used to represent ordinal and multidimensional datasets. 

 

2.6 ENSEMBLE FEATURE SELECTION MODELS ON CREDIT CARD 

DATABASES 

Extreme classification is an extension of the traditional data classification neural 

network model [22]. It divides the entire issue into several sub problems and fuses them 

to find an optimal solution. Training data samples are mapped to output layer by the 

hidden layer parameters. In the traditional SLFN approach, parameter adjustments are 

iterative and result from some problems. In the SLFN approach. The suggested extreme 

classification approach overcomes these problems [23]. The ELM approach therefore 

achieves better performance generalization and good learning speed. Most traditional 

SLFN training models are compared to the non-parametric models in comparison. This 

approach works slowly, since parameters must be iteratively tuned. In addition, these 

models require high calculation memory and increase mapping time overall. As an 

extreme classification [24], an extended and slightly altered version of traditional SLFN 

methods has been developed on credit card databases. This method is used to improve 

conventional SLFNs performance and efficiency. In addition, most NN learning 

schemes manually tune control (e.g. learning rate, learning times etc.) and local 

minimums. Manual tuning is done. However, extreme classification is applied 

automatically and manual iterative tuning is not necessary.  

 

2.7 TRADITIONAL DECISION TREE MODELS ON HIGH DIMENSIONAL 

DATABASES 

The ID3 algorithm is commonly used for the decision tree induction procedure 

and the successor of Quinlan's C4.5 algorithm [25]. The leaves of the tree are the data 

class labels. The decision-tabling technique involves two phases: building of trees and 

cutting of trees. The CART (Classification and Regression Trees) method helped decide 

the best partitions and it decided the best split points. Linear dividing criteria are used 

in the analysis of regression models. They used rough sets methods for evaluating 

suspected complications from appendicitis. Machine learning is a type of artificial 
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intelligence technology without direction. Machine learning has allowed us to 

recognize practical speech, self-driven cars, efficient web research, and improve 

perception of humans enormously. This is so regular and persistent that it may be 

implemented a couple of times per day. Most of the researchers believe that this is the 

best way to develop artificial intelligence. 

The medical field is considered one of the most information-intensive domains 

in which clinical-related data and knowledge are regularly developed. An example of 

such a complex system is the development of an integrated healthcare system model 

[29]. Healthcare information systems collect and segregate patients ' clinical history, 

including attributes, patient demographic data, critical functionalities, test inferences, 

and unstructured data such as audio and video records. For the medical field and for 

patients, proper analysis of such information is vital. Intelligent analysis of such 

aggregated data such as rapid diagnosis of disease, optimum treatment selection for 

patients, duration of patient treatment and its outcomes, complex risk determination and 

other optimization of the use of medical resources can perform various tasks. Complete 

computerization of disease diagnosis and treatment in recent decades allows rapid and 

effective aggregation [26-29]. A health-care disease dataset may contain numerous 

attributes, and many of these attributes may not contribute to an algorithm's 

classification accuracy during diagnosis. In addition, due to the presence of such foreign 

attributes that affect the accuracy of the disease prediction, there is a considerable 

calculation time consuming. Therefore, attribute selection is an optimizing agent where 

a subset of attributes is selected to filter and remove less relevant and noisy attributes 

for more precise and effective data representation. There are numerous possible 

solutions in the search space during problem solving. The aim is to choose a solution 

that optimizes the processing and produces the best possible output. Problems with 

optimization are those types of problems that are used to determine the best solution 

among all possible solutions. 
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2.8 TRADITIONAL HETEROGENEOUS STATISTICAL DATA ANOMALY 

PREDICTION MODELS 

Optimization issues can be categorised into two types, depending on the 

attribute types. These issues may be referred to as combinatorial issues when 

considering discrete valued attributes. If continuous attributes are taken into account, 

they are referred to as constrained or multimodal problems. By using this reduced 

attribute subset on a classifier to detect the presence of disease, the classification 

performance of disease diagnosis is improved. 

Graph model is denoted by a graph (u,v,e), where (u,v) is the set of vertices, and 

e is the edge set. Each vertex in the graph represents a random variable and the edges 

or links represent prior relationships among the random variables. One of chain 

graphical model has both directed and undirected edges. A graphically model is used 

to represent the joint distribution of observable variables. The probability can be 

computed using equations [31] as shown in Figure 2.1. Graphical models are of two 

types directed acyclic graphs or undirected graph. There has been a major improvement 

in the way medical data is collected since this model was introduced. 

                                   

Figure 2.1: Directed Graphical Model 

 

3 3 1 2( X ) Prob(x / x ,x )   --- (2.1) 

4 4 2( X ) Prob(x / x )  , 5 5 3 4( X ) Prob(x / x ,x )   --- (2.2) 

1 2 3 4 1 2 5 3 4Prob(x) Prob(x ,x ).Prob( x ,x / x ,x ).Prob( x / x ,x )--- (2.3) 

There are several Hidden Markov Models for disease prediction. The MRF 

incorporates spatial relationships between the nodes of the graph. Conditional Random 

Field model improves this model, because it has undirected graph as input and output. 

There are other approaches which include: writing words, drawing spiral, circles. White 

X X

X X

X
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matter hyper-intensities normally require expert raters to do manual 

segmentation/classification on Fluid-attenuated Magnetic Resonance cancer. It is 

difficult to perform consistent and accurate segmentation of white matter hyper 

intensities for a couple of reasons. Their patterns and texture are heterogeneous, and the 

borders between the intensities are not clear. The main problem to determine the border 

between the non-WMH and WMH tissue make it better to use the intra-rater and inter-

rater agreements. Detection of WMHs uses various MRI contrasts such as FLAIR 

which shows the hyper-intensity of WMHs, proton density, T2-w, and T1-w which is 

mostly useful for co-registration.  

Morra, et.al, proposed a new gene identification approach for prediction and 

detection of Alzheimer’s and Parkinson diseases [33]. Complete research on AD-related 

genes (ADGs) is not completed till now. The National Center for Biotechnology 

Information provides an AD dataset of 22283 genes. In between the above huge numbers 

of genes, 71 genes are known as AD-related genes. But there also exist some other genes 

among those 22212 genes those are not included under the category of AD-related genes 

till date. The major objective of this research work is to detect all those extra AD-related 

genes through implementing an efficient machine learning approach. In order to enhance 

the overall accuracy of AD-related genes, a new gene detection approach is introduced 

which uses multiple classifier integration technique [34].The cancer classification was 

done with the neural networks in a proposal in [35]. They permitted several sub-sets of 

important genes in their research. They had three stages of their algorithm before output 

was produced. First, the important gene subset was selected. Then, the neural networks 

were the base classier used. They were produced using the Bayesian methodology after 

the results were obtained. During gene selection for each class, a gene vector is applied. 

The similitude measurement is used for class selection. This allows for the selection of 

a significant subset of genes. Sub-sets of major genes based on the highest similarities 

are constructed. The baseline results are calculated and the final results are obtained by 

applying the probability. The originality of this approach is intact because it has few 

empirical consequences. However, these types of classification are used for collecting 

information from a single field. To overcome these concerns, a multi-center 

classification uses deep learning. The distribution of the topic is also heterogeneous. 

Likewise, the Gaussian shape and the weighted logistic c-classifier will also depend on 

another approach. The sample weighting increases credibility to the sample. Compared 

to appearance criteria, the Gaussian texture has an algorithm. The weighting technique 
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used can differentiate between scans from various fields. The results of traditional 

classification approaches can certainly be enhanced by this technique. The maintenance 

of biological databases was discussed in [36]. They presented a framework for the 

extraction of textual biomedical information that has incorporated a module for data 

mining. The law created patterns for the discovery of biomedical objects that are taken 

from the manually labeled text set. The complexity of the tasks showed the results, so 

strategies for automatic text mining are very useful. The data mining system allowed the 

researchers to understand the necessary and significant patterns between biomedical 

entities that may show some semantic relationships, such as the DNA association that is 

a gene-liable alteration. They proposed an extended framework that integrates the 

system that can perform automatically for the classification of text. They explained that 

the Decision Tree is one type of technique used most extensively and practically for 

initial suggestion in the decision-making process of data mining and the discipline of 

learning mechanisms. But because of inappropriate, unreliable or indefinite data, several 

algorithms for decision tree learning are degraded in their output performance. 

Sometimes interdependent data relationships are taken into account, while some 

algorithms handle witch's attributes with distinct values in a limited way. Therefore, 

feature selections and continuous feature discretization have become major issues in data 

mining. If such a learning algorithm deals with many instances simultaneously, it is 

desirable to pre-process information well in advance of the process of the learning 

algorithm, so that the information lost can be reduced and the accuracy of the 

classification can be improved accordingly [37]. 

 

2.9 TRADITIONAL PATTERN MINING APPROACHES  

In statistical calculations, pattern recognition, machine learning processes and 

data mining, selection of features and discretization of continuous features helps. 

Usually, the selection of features can significantly reduce computing costs, reduce 

complexity and uncertainty. Continuous feature discretization also decreases the 

precise dimensions of the feature and results increase the process accuracy and 

efficiency. Unlike traditional data mining methods, these applications work differently. 

The target functions are more complex here, which are difficult to manage and perhaps 

the user's opinion is also included. In such cases, medical data mining records were not 

processed by classical reasoning algorithms, although they were normally used in many 

data mining applications because information from small and incomplete data samples 
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could not be found. To extract meaningful data from biological data, an external rule-

base is used. They used a flexible, data mining-promising approach called swarm 

intelligence. Another tool called Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is also an 

appropriate method for data mining based on the qualitative rule-base and provides 

consistent previous observations. Using a data base of large groups of progressive part 

epilepsy patients, they described a complex clinical problem and found the candidates 

who need surgery. Because they used different limitations in decision-making practice, 

traditional data mining methods did not help to track the problem. They therefore 

proposed a new method that uses the knowledge of a specific field and can identify the 

valuable information required. This approach is used by experts to relate to the process 

of data mining by manually manipulating and generating rules. The primary objective 

to extract knowledge from a database is a rule-based mining algorithm. The algorithm 

shall detect patterns which occur simultaneously and shall meet the minimum threshold 

value of the support. All patterns that exceed the minimum support limit are considered 

to be of interest in nature. The lowest level of support must, i.e., be as high as 80%. The 

high minimum amount of support reduces the number of detected rules. This technique 

detects frequent patterns above the minimum support threshold. Therefore, all the rare 

patterns that could be interesting are totally ignored. Such rare patterns cannot be 

detected easily regardless of their importance (for example intrusion detection). The 

efficient of the sensing mechanism depends entirely on infrequent or rare patterns 

within a basic intrusion detection system. In order to find interesting and uncommon 

rules, an additional measure is also necessary in addition to the minimum support 

threshold. The algorithm is able to implement this new measure: - 

1. Identification of uncommon and interesting rules. 

2. Assess strength of interest. 

3. Detecting out of a database common and uncommon interesting rules. 

In order to lower the threshold value, including rare patterns, algorithms are 

created. In order to decrease mining patterns, a new approach [38] is developed. This 

technique has a major disadvantage i.e. that the algorithm considers users to be able to 

accurately indicate the threshold value. The mining algorithm of association rules can 

generate a large number of unwanted rules such as sound. [39] Introduced new related 

analysis-based association mining technique. Chi-square is used to evaluate the 

correlation, resulting in inaccurate results. An approach is presented in order to detect 

independent rules under the minimum support threshold. The extraction from a graph 
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of maximum completeness is considered a problem with NP-Hard. Many investigations 

are proposed to obtain maximum complete diagrams from a specific database. 

1. Joinless Algorithm for the mine of co-locations of cyclones is regarded as the most 

effective and accurate algorithm. The efficiency of every individual algorithm 

component is initially thoroughly analyzed. Experimental assessment is performed with 

synthetic datasets. For more accurate results, this phase is repeated ten times. The 

average percentage of required completion time is recorded for each individual step. In 

addition, two phases have a significant influence on the overall processing time. The 

following are two steps: - star instance production and filtering of cliques. The first step 

plays a significant role in producing star neighbors and is only carried out once. Here, 

an air sweeping technique to produce star neighboring cities is implemented and it also 

requires sorted input data. The next step is the application of anomaly to obtain 

candidate co-locations. Compared with traditional association mining, the resulting 

cyclone characteristics are small in number. Each step therefore has an individual 

impact on the overall processing time. Step 4,6 again requires a much less time to run 

[40]. 

2. Another algorithm used here to conduct experimental validation is iCPI-tree. The 

performance of each step is emphasized here. The candidate's production stage is most 

long and time-consuming in this approach. Just like a united approach, the initial step 

is only carried out once. Then the neighbors of the star are built and sorted. The next 

step is the conversion to a tree of these star neighbors. The iCPI-tree technique uses this 

step most of the time. The effect of limited memory on the overall system performance 

is shown in another phase of experimental analysis [41]. 

 

2.10 TRADITIONAL META HEURISTIC FEATURE SELECTION BASED 

CLASSIFICATION MODELS 

The traditional class imbalance approach is used to solve the problem. A number 

of advanced methods are developed to achieve increased precision in standard 

classification approaches to solve the class-imbalanced problem. The cost-sensitive 

method of learning generally includes a cost matrix for all error or case categories. It 

aims mainly to facilitate learning from imbalanced data sets. In the process of sampling 

the minority class, this mechanism has an equivalent effect. It can end by overfitting 

training with specific rules or regulations. ANN is a characterized statistical learning 

algorithm, based on the Neural Network. The neural network is a neuronal network to 
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detect cases when activated. Approximation and feature assessment can be performed 

by looking for network sizes that take inputs. The interconnected neurons of ANNs may 

also, besides pattern recognition, be defined as input/output measurement in line with 

the machinery learnings (pattern recognition). K- The nearest neighbor (KNN) is an 

instance-based classification system to support kernel learning in anomaly repositories. 

The kernel design classification function KNN optimizes the anomaly pattern removal 

function [41]. 

Before classification classes are applied, the dataset which is totally skewed 

towards the majority class is required in the preprocess. In some cases, along with the 

cases of anomaly, minority classes can be detected. The minority class anomaly is much 

higher than the majority group. In the case of majority classes, most classification 

models therefore provide a high level of precision, whereas the minority type is less 

accurate. A new technique is known as the stratification resampling technique to 

manage the imbalance (SMOTE). The SMOTE approach that is fundamentally 

responsible for the over-sampling of examples of minority classes is highlighted here. 

It takes into account the synthetic minority class patterns and discards duplication of 

the previous classes [42]. In this study, there is partial fulfilment of multi-objective 

objectives. The model could only be practiced at one phase. The search phase has the 

responsibility to identify the target, and it has to cover every corner of the region. In the 

response phase, the task context is transmitted throughout the surrounding environment 

for the next time the task is performed. When search time is reduced, then media 

coverage speeds up. However, this may cause an issue as you may have to provide 

feedback in case something goes wrong. 
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Figure 2.2: PSO Swarm size=50; iterations =5 

 

 

Figure 2.3: PSO Swarm size=50; iterations=100 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Swarm size =50; iterations 500 
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Figure 2.5: Swarm size; 1000 iteration 100 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Swarm size: 1000 iteration 1000 
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Traditional optimization techniques have the following characteristics: 

1. As it is frequently used in situations that can be modified, e.g. information technology 

mission. Event identification and assignment of tasks are the responsibilities of 

biomedical databases. 

2. No exclusive constraint on no connectivity of any node is placed. 

3. To get the coverage and the needs of the application running, tuning the technologies 

correctly should be done. 

4. A performance evaluation is carried out and the results are compared to two different 

models and prototypes (Inform-First and Connect-First). 

 

 

2.11 BOOSTING CLASSIFICATION MODELS FOR HIGH DIMENSIONAL 

DATABASES 

Y. X, fan. Et al. found the issue of class imbalances in medical classifications 

and proposed incremental SVM as a solution [43]. They also used bootstrapping for 

defining possible candidate help vectors for future iterations. Using all samples 

available at a given incremental level, the resulting sensitivity and specificity were 

nearly equal to SVM. However, sometimes has an imbalanced class distribution. There 

is insufficient real-time medical data for the number of cases available for training and 

testing by a classifier. The expense involved in data collection, rare occurrence of a 

disease state and privacy problems are the reasons for insufficient data. Medical data 

analysis and classification of diseases is a growing area of research that applies machine 

learning to disease diagnosis and disease state modelling. Recognition of patterns is an 

approach to machine learning that helps to study repeating patterns that can be 

identified in chronic diseases. 

Based on the test with new techniques such as Gaussian, a mixture of Gaussian, 

naive and support vector data description by biomedical data sets, an approach is 

designed for One-Class Classification (OCC). There was no need for continuous data 

on the capacity of the process through data sets. When there is a benchmark data set for 

a one-class classification, the estimate includes multiple classes for all data sets. Each 

class is taken as a target class and newly classified units are taken from the units in 

other classes. They conceived problems of class imbalance in medical data sets. For the 

prediction model, a balanced data set is essential. Class labels fail to balance medical 

data sets. The classification methods, while the data set is imbalanced, run on minority 
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class examples. It is also used to increase the accuracy of all classes without a relative 

distribution. The methods of over-sampling and under-sampling are used. To identify 

right hyperplane, they explained the linear combinational model. It identifies a suitable 

hyperplane for the classification of the target classes. It is necessary to select the 

hyperplane in such a way that it effectively classifies the target class. Hyperplane 

selection differs from one scenario to another. If three hyperplanes exist, the target 

classes are separated accurately by all three. The concept of distance margin is used in 

such a scenario. It allows for easier identification of a suitable hyperplane. Similarly, 

to get better results, the margin distance measures are adjusted according to scenarios. 

Some of the SVM classification techniques that operate from margin distance measures 

are the maximum margin classifier and the soft margin classifier. Through which it 

conducts an effective process of classification. The development of instruments that 

can investigate and deduce "big data" sets in a computerized and adaptive approach 

while providing precise and actionable medical evidence is an important feature of the 

precise determination of treatment. The purpose of this research was to introduce 

algorithms for heart disease identification and mortality risk forecasting, and to 

determine whether such models perform better than conventional analyses.  

Machine learning systems can produce precise categorization and prediction of 

diseases that outperform current models. Such a strategy can be used to be potentially 

more precise. Easily automated ways to identify the risk of conditions in patients. There 

are no good risk prediction techniques and some existing methods offer very poor 

performance. Future studies should aim at testing, automating and validating models in 

order to reduce the occurrence of undiagnosed diseases and the burden of hostile 

outcomes associated with delays in preventive interventions [44]. A recent study [45] 

involved a linear SVM classification based on deep learning. It replaces the soft-max 

layer with the linear combinational machine in deep networks. The margin-based loss 

is reduced by this approach as an alternative to cross-entropy loss. There is literature 

which substitutes the SVM for various layers of the deep network.  This work 

substitutes the second layer of the deep convolution network for the SVM. Human face 

recognition systems are the main application of this work.  
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The performance measures of the system are evaluated using the dataset of the 

Isfahan Healthy Heart Program (IHHP) and provide enhanced measurements of 

accuracy, sensitivity and specificity compared to the commonly adopted heart disease 

prediction classifiers. The most effective method of classification technique widely 

used across several domains is support vector machines. It also has several applications 

relating to the prediction and management processes of heart disease. Over high-

dimensional spaces, this method is very effective and works well with the precise 

margin of separation. It also works well with the higher number of dimensions than 

samples. In addition, this approach is computer-intensive and efficient in memory. 

Sometimes the performance measures degrade with the noisy and unclear data. The 

performance of many classification algorithms has been analyzed for projecting the 

presence or chance of heart disease. Through graphical representations, performances 

of classification methods were equated. It is found that in the baseline and curve, the 

ANN obtained a greater area. 

 The error rate of logistic regression is 0.22, the rate of artificial neural network 

error is 0.198, and the error rate of the decision tree is 0.21. It is found that by providing 

the minimum error rate and highest accuracy, the ANN is the greatest way to classify 

records. Among the probable indications and warnings, the primary benefit of NN is to 

define the association. The advantages of NN are its reliable decisions and the ability 

to handle huge datasets [46]. Powerful mining tools are needed to mine valuable 

information from the large amount of patient data. The major area of data mining tools 

with fruitful outcomes is disease diagnosis. In the last decade, heart disease has been 

the main reason for deaths around the world.  
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2.12 PARTITIONING BASED CLASSIFICATION MODELS FOR REAL-TIME 

DATABASES 

E. G. GiannopoulouAs well as Kossida S. (2008) presented the learning and 

then analysis of proteins on a large scale in this paper about Proteomics. It is also a 

powerful field method that utilizes substantial experimental expertise used for 

experiments [47].  This algorithm changes the set of operational rules. Each rule has an 

explanation that is based on the rule-base and the similar cases that are observed. A 

classifier called the support vector machine (SVM) and the data mining group are 

integrated here. The execution of rules is done together with new stored data. This 

knowledge is used by experts in the design of a drug and in clinical applications. The 

Proteomics method is of greater value. The analysis of biological model systems is 

complex and it is important to use data mining techniques for enormous data sizes 

obtained either through higher throughput of various expressive proteomics analysis or 

large-scale interactive protein experiments. This helps to discover valuable hidden 

information as a very strong and capable instrument. Through this knowledge, experts 

can reach biotic and biological conclusions to motivate them. In particular, with the 

help of new applications, research is growing very rapidly and has also improved. The 

focus of these applications is on detecting previously hidden protein functions and their 

relationships. Integration with the organizational systems of the scoring model is very 

critical. The use of credit scoring can sometimes threaten the credit appraisal staff. They 

refuse to substitute credit scoring systems for traditional processes. The use of credit 

scoring in many organizations is more expensive than the traditional assessment 

system. The lack of customer information also hampers the use of all characteristics in 

the use of a credit scoring model. This lack of information may result in the selection 

of customers with only information on all features. Many models for credit scoring are 

not standardized and are customized for a particular market. This may result in a 

customer credit facility being denied due to a change in job or location [48]. 

Overdependence on the model of credit scoring can have a dangerous result, 

particularly if the user does not understand the complexities of the model of credit 

scoring. In comparison with other forms of lending, small business lending or 

microfinance lending is very different. In the case of small business lending, the 

predictability of the future based on past information is not always true. Credit scoring 

may therefore not be practical. Credit scoring models, which are a serious disadvantage 

of a credit scoring system, ignore certain important factors that cannot be quantified or 
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evaluated. Digital data is what is required in a credit scoring process, not just data. This 

issue is critical, particularly in developing countries, where data has historically always 

been collected on paper and requires a lot of energy, cost and time to digitize the data. 

The outcome of the results is a serious problem that credit scoring poses. Most of them 

produce a dichotomous outcome that predicts the borrower as a possible defaulter or 

not. In fact, there are a number of other outcomes that could occur such as repayment 

delays, interest repayment defaults only, partial repayments, etc. that cannot be 

deciphered from the output [49]. The applicability of the models is the basis for one 

very broad classification of credit scoring models. Generic models are referred to as 

models that are developed by bureaus or institutions based on industry data applicable 

to all participants or subscribers. Custom models are models built for a particular group 

of borrowers, who have specific requirements or need a more in-depth subscription 

compared to other borrowers". It is possible to classify FICO (Credit scores like Fair 

Isaac Corporation), Vantage and CIBIL etc as generic models. Most of the infamous 

models specific to certain institutions or groups of customers, on the other hand, are 

classified as custom models. Although conceptually customized scores are better off in 

a customer's assessment, certain significant issues such as feasibility, development and 

implementation can hinder the implementation of customized models. The credit 

scoring story begins around the beginning of the 19th century, despite the history of 

credit dating back to 2000BC, and the real universal growth in credit scoring research 

activities was not until the end of the 20th century [50]. The literature available, 

therefore is limited. Although credit scoring has gained importance in recent years, it is 

not reflected in the amount of research, particularly in developing countries. The 

following section deals with the review of available research relating to the 

classification of credit scoring models, the comparison of credit scoring tools and the 

credit scoring assessment criteria. Credit scoring models were categorized as three 

types in one classification, namely heuristic models, statistical models and causal 

models. Heuristic models or expert models are based on the experience of experts, who 

are subjective in their understanding and decisions. We rely on practical and real hands 

on experience in dealing with difficult circumstances. For evaluations, these models do 

not undertake complex mathematical or statistical techniques. The category of heuristic 

models includes the classic rating questionnaire, qualitative systems, expert systems 

and qualitative systems. To define the problem, statistical models involve the 

formulations of hypotheses. Solvency status and parameters for creditworthiness are 
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defined. To examine the data, statistical instruments such as discriminate analysis, 

regression, artificial neural networks, etc. are used. The theories are checked and 

outcomes obtained. Finally, financial theories are linked by causal models to explain 

the behavior of borrowers when historical borrowers' data is unknown. These models 

do not study the customers' creditworthiness, but the borrowers' ability to keep the 

current credit in hand. Techniques used in these models include models for option 

pricing and models for simulating cash flow. In another classification, credit scoring 

models were classified based on the techniques used to build the models. Some of them 

are: models for expert scoring, statistical models and methods of Artificial Intelligence 

(AI). 

While complex and advanced techniques are used in statistical and AI models, most 

expert models do not use complex techniques. A lot of methods have been incorporated 

into statistical models over the years. Researchers, however, suggest that there is no 

single best credit scoring technique. A short description of the literature available on 

some of the popular methods used in credit scoring is as follows. Durand first used 

Discriminant Analysis as a scoring technique (1941). The method showed that it was a 

good predictor of defaults in payments. Over the years, Discriminant Analysis has been 

studied critically. In the field of finance, economics and business, examined the use of 

discriminant analysis. One of the significant observations he made was that there are 

usually multivariate variables that describe the members of the group. It's a big 

misconception here. Only when significant tests are to be carried out is the assumption 

of normality essential. Most of the credit data is not usually distributed and is not a 

critical restriction. Some authors have evaluated the use of the tool in credit scoring. 

Some of these are assumptions of linearity, inappropriateness of previous probabilities, 

mistakes in Classification, eetc[51]. Discriminant analysis, however, is the most 

common and widely used credit scoring technique. As one of the techniques for 

analyzing and granting credit,[52] included logistic regression. [53] used logistic 

regression as a numerical scoring system that applied rejection inference to logistic 

regression in the field of credit scoring for personal loans valued by [54]. In order to 

evaluate commercial loans, [55] used logistic regression. A 1996 study compared 

logistic regression with neural networks and found that although neural network models 

were good at classifying good and bad loans, the logistic regression model was better 

at accommodating other important aspects [56]. [57] provided a host of neural network 

applications for credit decisions and fraud detection. Developed a non-parametric credit 
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scoring model for the evaluation of credit scores to micro enterprises in India. Neural 

Networks have an advantage over other statistical models because they are useful when 

there is an unknown relationship between the dependent and independent variables. 

Credit scoring will bring more firms to the market and reduce the risk of credit for 

marginal businesses. For banks which are using credit scoring, the approval rate for 

small businesses tends to be higher than banks which do not use it. When credit score 

is highly dependable, banks would be willing to give a loan to the client on a non-

secured basis. The scoring system can enhance and give strength to the borrower, 

throughout his/her life. A study evaluating the effects of implementing a scoring model 

in the assessment of small businesses demonstrated that subscription costs lowered by 

at least 50 percent.  

  

2.13 HIGH DIMENSIONAL DISTANCE BASED CLASSIFICATION MODELS 

KNN classification, the first method takes into consideration the equal number 

of features of each dimensionality reduction method and for each dimension reduction 

method, the second method consideration is the minimum number of features needed 

to give maximum accuracy in classification. The concept of set-feature selection is 

extended. A mapping strategy is developed to fuse the information of each gene by the 

MF-GE system, which has enhanced sample classification accuracy. An effective gene 

selections algorithm (NMI), Correlation-based Selection Feature (CFS), and Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) are proposed to be integrated into a set technique, and SVM 

with leave-one-out cross validation is used as a classification. Fix and Hodges, which 

is one of the simplest and most popular classification, was first introduced to the k-

nearest neighbor method (k-NNN). As a learner, the k-NN has a simple strategy. The 

k-NN classification has two phases, the first phase consists of the determination of the 

k-neighbors and the second phase of class definition using the neighbors. It maintains 

all training instances instead of generating an explicit model. This takes a test example 

feature in a vector form and finds the Euclidean distance from each example to the 

vector representation. The closest sample to the test sample is called the closest 

neighbor. As the trained sample is in some sense the most similar in terms of our trial 

samples, it makes sense to allocate its class marking to the test sample. The removal of 

such negligible features by selecting adequate and fewer information elements helps to 

overcome the 'dimensionality curse' problem and helps to make learning more efficient. 

Feature selection techniques do not alter, but simply select a subset, the original 
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representation of the variables. So, the original semantics of the variables are preserved. 

The methods of selection are described as filters, wrappers, embedded feature and 

hybrid methods based on the selection criteria. The filter methods are separate 

algorithms of categories [67]. They select the best feature subset only based on the 

distinctive data characteristics, such as distance, correlation, and consistency. They are 

using gene ranking statistical methods. Either uniform or multivariate filters are used. 

For each feature, univariate methods provide a value and multivariate measures take 

groups of functions or characteristic interaction into account. 

 Medical data collection is the aggregation of medical data into a variety of 

useful cluster sets with each cluster representing a certain context of medical data. The 

medical characteristics should be completely similar in the community and minimized 

within a cluster of medical data. Traditional approaches used classification systems that 

underemphasize the relations between data contexts. Medical data that are considered 

similar for analyses are clumped together. This manner of classifying can have a major 

impact on efficient retrieval of knowledge. Organizations can now use classification of 

medical data in a distributed setting. In the field of data processing and medical data 

classification, it has made many valuable contributions. This was done so as to 

overcome the limitations of existing medical classification techniques. 

 The methods of Classification can be divided into two major groups. They are 

generative and discriminatory methods (model-based) (similarity based). Extended 

models from peer medical databases are created using models based techniques, each 

model assigning a specific medical dataset by random. The similarity approach allows 

for the optimization of feature with pair wise health data similitudes with a view to 

maximizing the average cluster similarities within peer overlay clusters. 

 For categorization, Overlay peer will select clustered medical data. The class-

based semantic framework is historically used to organize a large number of node 

medical data into various groups. In these peer-to-peer networks, the principles of 

efficient knowledge search and collection methods are centralized problems. This is 

especially useful for P2P applications which frequently require medical data retrieval 

based on search and similarity. The complete semantic description and the correlation 

medical data are labelled with all medical data of the pair. The categorization of medical 

data is the way to produce a single description by restricting the length of medical data. 

In order to obtain meaningful trends, both the classification of medical data in the peer 

group and the categorization of medical data algorithms are used. Traditional 
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classification techniques pick a single description of the corresponding term or 

instances from their peer medical evidence. In the pair medicinal details, these 

techniques normally rank the sentence or instances according to their pre-defined 

features such as term frequency or inverse term frequency. Nearly all the conventional 

strategies for medical data categorization describe a medical data set as the word or 

phrase or phrase matrix in which each row denotes the phrase or phrase ID. The key 

problem is that the textual meaning information is overlooked and that each pair of 

medical details is independent of the sentence or case. Automated approaches to 

categorization of medical data can be split into two classes, i.e. supervised and 

unattended. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROBABILISTIC FEATURE ENGINEERING 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Regular data sets are increasing in scale. Therefore, it is becoming more difficult 

to find important characteristics in the wide area due to data volumes and sparsity. The 

ranking and classification of microarrays is one of the biggest challenges for scientific 

and biomedical scientists, due to its wide size range and small sample numbers. There 

are several similar DNA molecules used to classify the gene-related disease in each 

microarray. The key strategies used for classifying high dimensional data with a high 

positive rate are feature transformation, feature ranking and data classification. The 

method of normalization of feature values is the transformation feature within the 

restricted range. The transformation of features will help enhance the ranking process 

in the space of high dimensions. The majority of standard methods such as log 

transformation, min-max normalization etc. for feature transformation are independent 

from data distribution and outliers.  

Most statistical anomaly detection models are used in the verification process 

with comparatively limited data size and depth. Statistical analyses are the commonly 

used approaches to outlier detection. The goal is to identify those objects that generate 

those that do not. Given a certain statistical distribution, algorithms calculate the 

random values assuming all data points are generated by the specified distribution 

(mean and standard deviation). Extremely low-probability events are outliers. These 

statistical anomaly detection models are difficult to find the uncertain instances because 

of irregular variations in the input distribution. To overcome these issues, a hybrid 

statistical anomaly detection method is devised on the training datasets, without 

limitations imposed by the data used. 

 

3.2 STATISTICAL FEATURE EXTRACTION IN HIGH DIMENSIONAL 

DATA 

Internet and technology are progressing and large quantity of text data is more 

easily processed, stored and exchanged. In the field of biomedical applications, a lot of 

work has been done to greatly improve the text mining process. Medical data clustering 

is often appropriate among many unsupervised techniques. The medical data clustering 

method can be used in many future applications. In order to achieve a perfect and 
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streamlined algorithm, several approaches to medical data classification have been 

introduced [64]. This algorithm works in two phases: 

1. Extraction of Feature. 

2. Data Classification by feature extraction results. 

When genes are being screened, they are filtered for minimum redundancy maximum 

validity (MRMR). To test these classifiers, NB and SVM have been used to generate 

the gene subsets in phase 2. Feature Selection is a process of selecting the optimal 

features based on certain criteria. The measuring attribute subsets are specified in the 

corresponding subsets. The criterion will be selected according to the purpose of 

selecting the features. An optimal subset can be a minimum subset. This can provide 

the most accurate estimate for predictions within a subset. In some cases a subset with 

the appropriate number that meets the criterion (number of features) can be found. 

Choosing a subset of M features means that data has been carved in the hypothesis 

space so that a learning algorithm is easier to learn. Another tool to reduce superfluous 

information is a feature reduction tool called Rough Sets Attribute Reduction (RSAR). 

The primary selection criterion for information processing sets is to have a minimum 

reduction and high grade in the feature selection. Additionally, you can use evaluation 

criteria to judge the rules. The relevance and redundancy are assessed. Predictive 

variables are common. The reduction in dimension is achieved by constructing several 

main variables that explain the main category of variation in the predictor variables. 

Variance is useful when it is large, and less useful otherwise. orthogonal linear 

combinations are designed to maximize means of explanatory variables. The approach 

eliminates uncorrelated variables from the data. Then they have added other additional 

components to the compound. 

 To study the performance of the classification models, Wilcoxon tests are 

combined with various methods of feature selection. An investigation is being carried 

out to see whether the feature of several function selection methods has any effect on 

the performance of classification. Here, Symmetric Uncertainty, RELIEFF, Random 

forest and SVM performed a separate function ranking as functional selectors and the 

ensemble were compiled by aggregating the single rankings using linear aggregation 

by weighted voting. PCA has the basic principle that a specific dataset, which has many 

dependent variables, can decrease its dimension. These variables are interconnected 

(generating from unique datasets). In terms of feature representation and reconstruction, 

PCA's algorithm also achieves an optimal result. The main aim of the LDA algorithm 
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is to optimally discriminate vectors by increasing the distance ratio between classes and 

intra classes. This algorithm is responsible in a particular dataset for finding the optimal 

class discrimination. The main problems are: 

1. The overall performance of the algorithm is significantly reduced due to its poor 

availability of dimension space. 

2. In addition, there is another problem of uniqueness. 

 

3.3 STATISTICAL CONTROL CHART MODEL 

In this analysis initially statistical control model is used to remove extreme 

outliers. Later the filtered data set is classified more accurately using modified decision 

tree algorithm with modified entropy and modified information gain. 

 In statistical control model Mean, Standard deviation, upper control limit and 

Lower control limit for each and every attribute in the dataset are computed. Based on 

these parameters extreme outliers have been identified. The identified outliers show 

considerable improvement in accuracy. In this proposed methodology a statistical 

control chart algorithm is used in order to find the anomalies in different continuous 

datasets. We proposed dynamic 3 sigma based control chart to detect anomalies in the 

dataset. Essential stream design of the proposed calculation is appeared beneath.  

3.3.1 Statistical Control Chart Algorithm's Basic Flow Structure  

Algorithm: 

Input: Continuous data set, Output: filtered data set. 

Procedure:  

1: Continuous attribute loading dataset. 

2: As a real attribute, test each attribute in the dataset or not. 

3: Calculate each attribute's mean and standard deviation. 

4: Calculate each attribute's upper control limit (2)  

5: Calculate each attribute's lower limit (3). 

6: Calculate a lower control limit for each attribute (1)  

7 Test to see if each item in the dataset falls under three categories, i.e. lower, upper or 

central. 

8: If the object is out of bound, it will be excluded from the instances of the dataset. 

9: Repeat this process until all data points have been completed. 

10: Finally, the data set is stored in the file without outliers. 
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Lower Control limit: X X 
--(1) 

Upper Control Limit: X X 
---(2) 

Control Limit: X  

Where λ (lambda) is Dynamic parameter, µ-Mean of the attribute and σ-is the standard 

deviation of the attribute 

3.3.2 Modified Decision Tree Model 

The filtered data set obtained from the above is analyzed to classify the dataset 

into normal and anomaly candidates using modified decision tree algorithm 

incorporating modified entropy and modified information gain. Decision trees are used 

for classification and they can quickly produce the rules of classification. According to 

its attribute values, an undefined tuple X can be identified by crossing the decision tree. 

Decision tree classifiers generally have good accuracy, but it is dependent on the data 

at hand for successful use. The performance of these trees was compared on the basis 

of the accuracy of classification. This method calculates the gain of information for 

each attribute A as the difference between the information needed to classify the dataset 

based on just the proportion and the information needed to classify it after partitioning 

it on A. C4.5 is an enhanced version of ID3 decision-making bodies based on the 

training data using the entropy principle. The training data is a set s1,s2,s3 .... represents 

data objects in the dataset S. Each  si = xl,x2,... is a sample values where xl,x2,... 

represents features or attributes of the sample. The training data associated with a vector 

C = cl,c2,... where cl,c2,...cn represents the class to which each sample belongs to 

dataset. Every node of the decision tree C4.5 selects a data attribute that most efficiently 

divides the sample range into sub-sets in a single class. The attribute with the highest 

calculated information gain is selected to get the decision attribute. Its criterion is to 

improve the data gain by selecting an attribute to split the data. Our modified decision 

tree algorithm employs Modified entropy and Modified Information gain to improve 

accuracy in anomaly detection 

Modified Decision tree Algorithm 

1. Read non-anomaly filtered data. 

2. If the attributes are null or empty  

3. Return node as null 

4. Else 
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5. To each attribute in the attributes list 

6. Compute attribute selection measure for tree pruning. 

7. To each attribute, compute the entropy measure for attribute selection process in 

decision tree construction. 

8. Select the attribute with highest modified entropy measure for root node selection. 

9. Repeat steps 6-8 to the remaining attributes to construct the rest of the tree in the 

decision tree construction. 

Modified Entropy is calculated as  

ModInfo(D) or Entropy      = 1

og
m

i i

i

S l S


 
 

where ‘m’ indicates number of different classes 

ModInfo(D)=

2

1

ogi i

i

S l S


 
       = 1 1 2 2log logS S S S 

 

Where 1S
 indicates set of samples which belongs to target class ‘anomaly’, 2S

 

indicates set of samples which belongs to target class ‘normal’.  

Information or Entropy to each attribute is calculated using  

 1

( ) / ( )
v

A i i

i

Info D D D ModInfo D


 
 

The term Di /D acts as the weight of the jth partition. ModInfo(D) is the expected 

information required to classify a tuple from D based on the partitioning by A. 

 

3.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 In this section, we have implemented our proposed cancer micro-array model 

and compared the results with conventional decision tree modeling. It summarizes the 

Microarray data set used for experimental evaluation. 10% of the training data are used 

as test data for performance evaluation in the experimental results.  

 Ensemble methods allow more accurate prediction of true positives of high 

dimensional datasets. The proposed model uses the entire training data for construction 

of decision patterns, therefore its prediction accuracy tends to be more accurate than 

the traditional ensemble models. 

 KDD99dataset: MIT Lincoln Laboratory conducted a reckon for evaluating 

intrusion detection tools in 1998-99. This research work was supported by DARPA, an 

intrusion detection community for further attacks evaluation. This KDDCup’99 data is 
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most commonly used public intrusion detection dataset.  The KDD99 data consists of 

both labeled and unlabeled instances.  

 In 1999, DARPA was accepted and approved as the traditional KDD Cup99 

IDSbenchmark, which is available in http://www.kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/kddcup99. 

In KDD99 data, different values of the attributes of labelled attack names are associated 

with each instance. The 5 types are classified as normal, slide attack, DOS attack, U2R 

attack and R2L attack. This class labels are classified into 5 types. A full KDD99 dataset 

includes close to 4 million labeled instances with 41 characteristics divided into 22 

different kinds of attacks and summed up in Table 3.1. 

 Table 3.1 : Details of labeled attacks 

 

The logs were divided into 5 categories. 

Denial of Service Attack (DoS): Network connections that try to deny legitimate 

users from accessing the network services in the victim’s targets system. Total number 

of instances of this category are 229853 records. 

User to Root Attack (U2R): Network connections in which the victim’s system is 

already invaded, but the intruder tries to gain access with root privileges. Total number 

of instances of this category are 230 records. 

Probe (Scanning): An intruder tries of in computing resources of the target system. 

Total number of instances of this category are 4166 records. 

R2L (Root to Local): Network connections in which the intruder tries to get 

unauthorized access into a victim’s system. Total number of instances of this category 

are16187 records. 

Normal: Network connections that fit the expected behavior in the military network. 

Since the complete KDD99 data is too large to process, to minimize the 

computational time and memory for intrusion detection, we selected a subset of this 

data set, i.e. about 20% of the KDD99 data taken randomly from the original instances. 
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This, resulted 20% KDD99 dataset, is used to train the classification algorithm for 

intrusion detection system. 

Table3.2 Description of IDS features 

 

Feature Name *Variable 

type 

Description 

Duration(F1) C Connection Duration 

Type_protocol(F2) D Protocol Type (e.g., HTTP, TCP, 

etc.) 

 

 

 

Packet_flag(F3) D Normal status or error status of the 

network connection 

Network_service(F4) D Network service on the 

destination host connection, 

source_bytes(F5) C Number of bytes of data transferred 

from source host to destination host 

wrong_fragment(F6) C Count of ‘wrong’ fragments 

destination_bytes(F7) C Number of bytes data transferred 

from destination host 

Hot(F8) C Access count to system 

 

director files Land(F9) D 1: connection is to / from the same 

target system or port 

address; urgent(F10) C Count of urgent packets 

logged_in(F11) D 1: success attempt 

num_failed_logins(F12) C Count of failed logins 

root_shell(F13) C 1: root shell logged 

 

attempt; number_compromised(F14) C Count of “compromised” 

 

Constraints number_root(F16) C Number of super users 

number_access_files(F17) C Count of access files 
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number_outbound_cmds 

(F18) 

C Count of out bound Commands in a 

tcp or http 

number_shells(F19) C Total count of shell attempts 

number_file_creations(F20) C Count of file creations in the 

 

host system Ishotlogin(F21) D 

 

1 - the login belongs to the ‘hot’ list 

(e.g.  root, admin) 

 

packet_service=ftp_data 

|packet_flag= SF 

||destinationhost_same_src_port_ratio<0.95 

|||number_root< 7.5 

||||destinationhost_srv_diff_host_ratio<0.04 

|||||destinationhost_service_count<103.5 ==>normal 

| | | | | destinationhost_service_count>= 103.5 

||||||destinationhost_service_count<106.5==> normal 

| | | | | | destinationhost_service_count>= 106.5==> normal 

 

| | | | destinationhost_srv_diff_host_ratio>=0.04 

|||||count < 10.5 

||||||destinationhost_diff_srv_ratio<0.03 

|||||||destinationhost_same_service_ratio<0.22==>normal 

| | | | | | |destinationhost_same_service_ratio>=0.22==> normal 

| | | | | | destinationhost_diff_srv_ratio>=0.03 

|||||||source_bytes< 222==> normal 

| | | | | | | source_bytes>=222==>normal 

| | | | | count>=10.5==>normal 

| | | number_root>=7.5==>normal 

| | destinationhost_same_src_port_ratio>=0.95 

|||destinationhost_srv_diff_host_ratio<0.05 

||||source_bytes< 204.5==>normal 

| | | | source_bytes>=204.5==>normal 
 

| | | destinationhost_srv_diff_host_ratio>=0.05 
 

||||number_root< 2.5 
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|||||same_srv_ratio<0.75==>normal 
 

| | | | | same_srv_ratio>=0.75 
 

||||||destinationhost_count<2.5 ==> normal 
 

| | | | | | destinationhost_count>=2.5==>DDOS 
 

| | | | number_root>=2.5==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=S0 
 

||serror_ratio<0.97==>normal 
 

| | serror_ratio>=0.97 
 

|||service_count<10.5==> DDOS 
 

| | | service_count>= 10.5 
 

||||destinationhost_service_count< 53 
 

|||||destinationhost_service_count< 7 
 

||||||count< 201.5==> DDOS 
 

| | | | | | count>=201.5==>normal 
 

| | | | | destinationhost_service_count>=7==>normal 
 

| | | | destinationhost_service_count>=53==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=REJ==>DDOS 
 

|packet_flag=RSTR==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=SH==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=RSTO==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=S1==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=RSTOS0==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=S3==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=S2==>normal 
 

|packet_flag=OTH==>normalpacket_service = other 

|destinationhost_rerror_ratio<0.01 
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||destinationhost_same_src_port_ratio<0.99==>normal 
 

| | destinationhost_same_src_port_ratio>=0.99 
 

|||source_bytes<73==> normal 
 

| | | source_bytes>= 73 
 

||||duration< 5019.5==>normal 
 

| | | | duration>=5019.5==>normal 
 

| destinationhost_rerror_ratio>=0.01 
 

||destinationhost_count<97.5==>normal 
 

| | destinationhost_count>= 97.5 
 

|||destinationhost_serror_ratio<0.07==>DDOS 
 

| | | destinationhost_serror_ratio>=0.07==>normal 
 

| | | | | | count>=82.5==>normal 
 

| | | | | destinationhost_rerror_ratio>=0.33 
 

||||||serror_ratio<0.1 ==>DDOS 
 

| | | | | | serror_ratio>=0.1==>normal 
 

||||packet_flag=RSTR==>DDOS 
 

||||packet_flag=SH==>normal 
 

||||packet_flag=RSTO==>normal 
 

||||packet_flag=S1==>normal 
 

||||packet_flag=RSTOS0 ==>normal 
 

||||packet_flag=S3==>normal 
 

||||packet_flag=S2==>normal 
 

||||packet_flag=OTH==>normal 
 

| | service_count>= 9.5 
 

|||same_srv_ratio<0.07 
 

||||destinationhost_same_service_ratio<0.09==>DDOS 
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| | | | destinationhost_same_service_ratio>=0.09==>normal 
 

| | | same_srv_ratio>=0.07 
 

||||destinationhost_service_count<14.5 
 

|||||same_srv_ratio<0.1 
 

||||||destinationhost_diff_srv_ratio<0.06==>normal 
 

| | | | | | destinationhost_diff_srv_ratio>=0.06 
 

|||||||diff_srv_ratio<0.07 
 

||||||||count <222 ==> DDOS 
 

| | | | | | | | count >= 222 
 

|||||||||count <227 ==>normal 
 

| | | | | | | | | count >= 227 
 

||||||||||count < 241==> DDOS 
 

| | | | | | | | | | count >= 241 
 

|||||||||||count < 257==> normal 
 

| | | | | | | | | | | count >=257 ==> DDOS 
 

| | | | | | | diff_srv_ratio>=0.07 
 

||||||||same_srv_ratio<0.08==>normal 
 

| | | | | | | | same_srv_ratio>=0.08 
 

|||||||||count< 117 ==>DDOS 

 

The classifier efficiency is determined once the classifier is tested against the real 

time instances. The following factors have been used to determine the performance of 

different classifiers for intrusion detection system. 

1. True Negative: Negative attacked patterns that are not correctly assigned to the 

positive class. 

2. True Positive:  Positive attacked patterns that are correctly assigned to the 

positive class. 

3. False Positive: Attacked patterns that should be false but were predicted as true 

class. 
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4. False Negative: Attacked patterns that should be true class but were classified 

as negative class. 

Experimental results are carried out with four classification models and also 

on different KDD99 test instances. After successfully analyzing the training data, 

testing of the classifier is performed over online DDOS experimental data. 

 

Table3.3: Proposed vs Traditional accuracy details 

Algorithm Data Size Accuracy False positive 

ACO-PSO 5000 96.1 0.225 

ICA-NN 5000 96.12 0.31 

PSO-NaïveBayes 5000 95.87 0.29 

Proposed 5000 98.39 0.12 

 

Table3.4 shows the accuracy of the proposed model and traditional models on 

KDD99 dataset. Using proposed model with partition, the classifiers give 98.39% of 

accuracy compared to traditional classifiers. 

Table 3.4 Accuracy comparisons of Proposed model with other models on 

Different Datasets 

Dataset C4.5 Credal-C4.5 MID3 Proposed model 

(MODDT-Model-1) 

Pima-diabetes  74.5 74.15 74.39 92.48 

Glass  67.6 63.61 67.67 96.69 

Pendigits 96.5 96.42 96.39 99.73 

Credit-rating  85.6 85.43 84.03 88.63 

German-credit  71.3 71.34 71.98 88.63 
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Fig 3.1: Comparison of various datasets with our model with other models.  

 

Results on Medical Datasets  

In this section, we have implemented our proposed cancer micro-array model 

and compared the results with conventional decision tree modeling. It summarizes the 

Microarray data set used for experimental evaluation. 10% of the training data are used 

as test data for performance evaluation in the experimental results.  

Ensemble methods allow more accurate prediction of true positives of high dimensional 

datasets. The proposed model uses the entire training data for construction of decision 

patterns, therefore its prediction accuracy tends to be more accurate than the traditional 

ensemble models. 

 

Table 3.5: Datasets and its properties 

Dataset Name Features Type 

lung-Michigan 7000 Numeric 

DLBCL-Stanford 4000 Numeric 

Leukemia  6817 Numeric 

lungCancer_train 12000 Numeric 

Lymphoma 4026 Numeric 
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Gene based cancer disease patterns using proposed decision tree classification model 

on cancer dataset.  

[isFlanking=0]: 58 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 30    

[isFlanking=0]: 58 ==> [dbSNP=true]: 30    

[fre=0.25]: 92 ==> [CNT=1, isSomatic=true]: 48    

[CNT=1, fre=0.25]: 64 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 34    

[fre=0.25, isFlanking=0]: 47 ==> [inExAct=false, dbSNP=false, isSomatic=true]: 25    

[fre=0.25, isFlanking=0]: 47 ==> [inExAct=false, isSomatic=true]: 25    

[fre=0.25, isFlanking=0]: 47 ==> [inExAct=false, dbSNP=false]: 25    

[fre=0.25, isFlanking=0]: 47 ==> [inExAct=false]: 25    

[inExAct=true]: 62 ==> [dbSNP=true, pattern=TC, isSomatic=false]: 33    

[inExAct=true]: 62 ==> [dbSNP=true, pattern=TC]: 33    

[inExAct=true]: 62 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 33    

[isFlanking=0]: 58 ==> [pattern=TC]: 31    

[CNT=1, isFlanking=0]: 43 ==> [pattern=TC]: 23    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [polyphen=benign, isSomatic=false]: 22    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [dbSNP=true, fre=0.25]: 22    

[fre=0.25, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 22    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [dbSNP=true, CNT=1]: 22    

[fre=0.25, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [dbSNP=true]: 22    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [polyphen=benign]: 22    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [CNT=1]: 22    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [inExAct=true, fre=0.25, isSomatic=false]: 29    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [fre=0.25, isSomatic=false]: 29    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [inExAct=true, CNT=1, isSomatic=false]: 29    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [CNT=1, isSomatic=false]: 29    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [fre=0.25, isSomatic=false]: 29    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [CNT=1, isSomatic=false]: 29    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, polyphen=benign]: 

21    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [dbSNP=true, polyphen=benign]: 

21    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, isFlanking=0]: 21    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [dbSNP=true, isFlanking=0]: 21    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, fre=0.25]: 21    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [dbSNP=true, fre=0.25]: 21    
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[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, CNT=1]: 21    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [dbSNP=true, CNT=1]: 21    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [dbSNP=true, polyphen=benign]: 21    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [dbSNP=true, isFlanking=0]: 21    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [dbSNP=true, fre=0.25]: 21    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [dbSNP=true, CNT=1]: 21    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [inExAct=true, CNT=1]: 21    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [CNT=1]: 21    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [CNT=1]: 21    

[mutAss=neutral]: 57 ==> [polyphen=benign]: 31    

[mutAss=neutral]: 57 ==> [pattern=TC]: 31    

[dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 29    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [fre=0.25]: 29    

[dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [inExAct=true, CNT=1]: 29    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [CNT=1]: 29    

[dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [fre=0.25]: 29    

[dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [CNT=1]: 29    

[inExAct=true]: 62 ==> [fre=0.25, isSomatic=false]: 34    

[isFlanking=0]: 58 ==> [inExAct=true, isSomatic=false]: 32    

[isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [inExAct=true, isFlanking=0]: 32    

[inExAct=true, isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 32    

[isFlanking=0]: 58 ==> [isSomatic=false]: 32    

[isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 32    

[isFlanking=0]: 58 ==> [mutAss=neutral]: 32    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [inExAct=true, polyphen=benign, isSomatic=false]: 

21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [polyphen=benign, isSomatic=false]: 

21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [inExAct=true, isFlanking=0, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [isFlanking=0, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 38 ==> [dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [inExAct=true, fre=0.25, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [fre=0.25, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [inExAct=true, CNT=1, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [CNT=1, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [polyphen=benign, isSomatic=false]: 21    
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[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [isFlanking=0, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [fre=0.25, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [CNT=1, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 38 ==> [isFlanking=0, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [inExAct=true, polyphen=benign]: 21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [polyphen=benign]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [inExAct=true, isFlanking=0]: 21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [polyphen=benign]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 21    

[fre=0.25, isFlanking=0]: 47 ==> [dbSNP=false, isSomatic=true]: 26    

[fre=0.25, isFlanking=0]: 47 ==> [isSomatic=true]: 26    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [inExAct=true, isFlanking=0, isSomatic=false]: 30    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [isFlanking=0, isSomatic=false]: 30    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [isFlanking=0, isSomatic=false]: 30    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [inExAct=true, isFlanking=0]: 30    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 30    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 30    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [fre=0.25]: 30    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [inExAct=true, CNT=1]: 30    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [CNT=1]: 30    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 30    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [fre=0.25]: 30    

[dbSNP=true]: 54 ==> [CNT=1]: 30    

[CNT=1, isFlanking=0]: 43 ==> [mutAss=neutral]: 24    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 43    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [isFlanking=0, isSomatic=false]: 23    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [fre=0.25, isSomatic=false]: 23    

[fre=0.25, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [inExAct=true, isSomatic=false]: 23    

[fre=0.25, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [isSomatic=false]: 23    

[mutAss=neutral]: 57 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 32    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [inExAct=true, polyphen=benign]: 22    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [polyphen=benign]: 22    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [polyphen=benign]: 22    

[inExAct=true]: 62 ==> [pattern=TC, isSomatic=false]: 35    

[dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [inExAct=true, isFlanking=0]: 30    
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[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 30    

[dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 53 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 30    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [inExAct=true, polyphen=benign]: 

21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [polyphen=benign]: 

21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [inExAct=true, isFlanking=0]: 21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [fre=0.25]: 21    

[CNT=1, mutAss=neutral]: 37 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [inExAct=true, CNT=1]: 21    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [CNT=1]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [polyphen=benign]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [fre=0.25]: 21    

[CNT=1, mutAss=neutral]: 37 ==> [dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37 ==> [CNT=1]: 21    

[CNT=1, mutAss=neutral]: 37 ==> [inExAct=true, isSomatic=false]: 21    

[CNT=1, mutAss=neutral]: 37 ==> [isSomatic=false]: 21    

[polyphen=benign]: 44 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 25    

[polyphen=benign]: 44 ==> [dbSNP=true, isSomatic=false]: 25    

[polyphen=benign]: 44 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 25    

[polyphen=benign]: 44 ==> [dbSNP=true]: 25    

[isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, pattern=TC]: 33    

[inExAct=true, isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [dbSNP=true, pattern=TC]: 33    

[isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [dbSNP=true, pattern=TC]: 33    

[isFlanking=0]: 58 ==> [inExAct=true]: 33    

[inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 38 ==> [pattern=TC, isSomatic=false]: 22    

[inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 38 ==> [dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 22    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 22    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [fre=0.25]: 22    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [inExAct=true, CNT=1]: 22    

[inExAct=true, dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [CNT=1]: 22    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [fre=0.25]: 22    

[dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral]: 38 ==> [CNT=1]: 22    
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[inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 38 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 22    

[inExAct=true]: 62 ==> [pattern=TC]: 36    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [dbSNP=true, pattern=TC, isSomatic=false]: 24    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [dbSNP=true, pattern=TC]: 24    

[fre=0.25, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 24    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral]: 41 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 24    

[isFlanking=0]: 58 ==> [CNT=1, fre=0.25]: 34    

[isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 34    

[inExAct=true, isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [fre=0.25]: 34    

[isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [fre=0.25]: 34    

[fre=0.25]: 92 ==> [inExAct=false, dbSNP=false, isSomatic=true]: 54    

[fre=0.25]: 92 ==> [inExAct=false, isSomatic=true]: 54    

[fre=0.25]: 92 ==> [inExAct=false, dbSNP=false]: 54    

[fre=0.25]: 92 ==> [inExAct=false]: 54    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [inExAct=true, isFlanking=0]: 23    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 23    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [inExAct=true, fre=0.25]: 23    

[inExAct=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [fre=0.25]: 23    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [isFlanking=0]: 23    

[mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 39 ==> [fre=0.25]: 23    

[CNT=1, mutAss=neutral]: 37 ==> [inExAct=true, dbSNP=true]: 22    

[CNT=1, mutAss=neutral]: 37 ==> [dbSNP=true]: 22    

[CNT=1, mutAss=neutral]: 37 ==> [inExAct=true]: 22    

[fre=0.25, isFlanking=0]: 47 ==> [dbSNP=false]: 28    

[inExAct=true]: 62 ==> [dbSNP=true, mutAss=neutral, isSomatic=false]: 37    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [inExAct=false, dbSNP=false, fre=0.25, isSomatic=true]: 46    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [inExAct=false, fre=0.25, isSomatic=true]: 46    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [inExAct=false, dbSNP=false, isSomatic=true]: 46    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [inExAct=false, dbSNP=false, fre=0.25]: 46    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [inExAct=false, isSomatic=true]: 46    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [inExAct=false, fre=0.25]: 46    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [inExAct=false, dbSNP=false]: 46    

[CNT=1]: 77 ==> [inExAct=false]: 46    

[isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [inExAct=true, pattern=TC]: 35    

[inExAct=true, isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [pattern=TC]: 35    

[isSomatic=false]: 58 ==> [pattern=TC]: 35    
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Table 3.6: Leukaemia Data Results 

In this table, Leukaemia data are taken as input for decision tree analysis. 

Initially, outlier detection approach is applied on the leukaemia dataset to remove the 

anomaly objects for classification process. Leukaemia dataset is taken from the 

URL(http://leo.ugr.es/elvira/DBCRepository/Leukemia/ALLAML.html).                         

In the following table, each attribute and its mean and standard deviation values are 

displayed for classification accuracy. 

Attribute                        Statistical Properties 

========================================= 

AFFX-BioB-5_at 

  mean                          -101.2368 

  std. dev.                       88.4871 

AFFX- BioB-M_at 

  mean                          -163.7105 

  std. dev.                      112.4806 

AFFX-BioB-3_at 

  mean                            -4.0789 

  std. dev.                      112.6976 

AFFX-BioC-5_at 

  mean                           199.5789 

  std. dev.                      113.5188 

AFFX-BioC-3_at 

  mean                          -265.3421 

  std. dev.                       117.838 

AFFX-BioDn-5_at 

  mean                          -390.8421 

  std. dev.                      148.1833 

 

AFFX-BioDn-3_at 

  mean                           -73.1316 

  std. dev.                      279.7015 

AFFX-CreX-5_at 

  mean                          -188.6842 

  std. dev.                        107.76 

AFFX-CreX-3_at 

  mean                            81.7368 

http://leo.ugr.es/elvira/DBCRepository/Leukemia/ALLAML.html).%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20In
http://leo.ugr.es/elvira/DBCRepository/Leukemia/ALLAML.html).%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20%20In
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  std. dev.                       97.2059 

AFFX-BioB-5_st 

  mean                           126.5526 

  std. dev.                      197.4741 

AFFX- BioB-M_st 

  mean                            -7.9211 

  std. dev.                       158.111 

AFFX- BioB-3_st 

  mean                          -666.5526 

  std. dev.                      286.5725 

AFFX- BioC-5_st 

  mean                          -505.5263 

  std. dev.                      273.1509 

AFFX-BioC-3_st 

  mean                               -190 

  std. dev.                       149.741 

FFX- BioDn-5_st 

  mean                           110.0789 

  std. dev.                      125.5154 

AFFX- BioDn-3_st 

  mean                           169.9211 

  std. dev.                      152.4278 

AFFX-CreX-5_st 

  mean                           -71.8684 

  std. dev.                       86.4755 

AFFX-CreX-3_st 

  mean                          -330.1842 

  std. dev.                      211.5202 

hum_ alu_at 

  mean                         25185.9474 

  std. dev.                    10636.1532 

AFFX-DapX-5_at 

  mean                           -11.3158 

  std. dev.                      147.0344 

AFFX-DapX-M_at 

  mean                           134.5526 
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  std. dev.                      122.7517 

AFFX-DapX-3_at 

  mean                           -87.5789 

  std. dev.                       65.6869 

AFFX-LysX-5_at 

  mean                            22.1579 

  std. dev.                       43.3593 

AFFX- LysX-M_at 

  mean                          -174.2368 

  std. dev.                      270.3656 

AFFX-LysX-3_at 

  mean                            21.7105 

  std. dev.                      451.2567 

AFFX-PheX-5_at 

  mean                           -90.5526 

  std. dev.                        59.576 

AFFX- PheX-M_at 

  mean                          -129.1053 

  std. dev.                       59.2625 

AFFX-PheX-3_at 

  mean                            -3.7632 

  std. dev.                       59.7845 

AFFX-ThrX-5_at 

  mean                              -24.5 

  std. dev.                       49.6046 

AFFX- ThrX-M_at 

  mean                           -41.6316 

  std. dev.                       56.4467 

AFFX-ThrX-3_at 

  mean                          -303.9474 

  std. dev.                      154.8755 

AFFX-TrpnX-5_at 

  mean                                9.5 

  std. dev.                       56.4571 

AFFX- TrpnX-M_at 

  mean                          -623.3158 
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  std. dev.                      438.8245 

AFFX-TrpnX-3_at 

  mean                          -294.7105 

  std. dev.                      288.4411 

AFFX-HUMISGF3A/M97935_5_at 

  mean                          -258.6316 

  std. dev.                      303.6769 

AFFX-HUMISGF3A/M97935_MA_at 

  mean                           -60.4474 

  std. dev.                      536.8284 

AFFX-HUMISGF3A/M97935_MB_at 

  mean                           204.3158 

  std. dev.                      321.5426 

AFFX-HUMISGF3A/M97935_3_at 

  mean                           727.7895 

  std. dev.                      654.4552 

AFFX-HUMRGE/M10098_5_at 

  mean                          3000.5263 

  std. dev.                     5364.5012 

AFFX-HUMRGE/M10098_M_at 

   mean                           128.2105 

  std. dev.                      162.4698 

AF000231_at 

  mean                            64.6053 

  std. dev.                       92.2926 

AF000234_at 

  mean                          -202.6316 

  std. dev.                      273.9225 

AF000430_at 

  mean                             3.4737 

  std. dev.                        48.623 

AF000545_at 

  mean                          -161.8947 

  std. dev.                      186.3579 

AF000560_at 

  mean                           227.5789 
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  std. dev.                      219.4322 

AF000562_at 

  mean                           954.6053 

  std. dev.                      370.6618 

AF000573_rna1_at 

  mean                           -66.3158 

  std. dev.                       68.8595 

AF000959_at 

  mean                          -425.5263 

  std. dev.                      206.4726 

AF001294_at 

  mean                            63.3947 

  std. dev.                      180.9755 

AF001620_at 

  mean                              -62.5 

  std. dev.                       83.5526 

AF002020_at 

  mean                           183.0789 

  std. dev.                       98.4849 

AF002224_at 

  mean                           377.6316 

  std. dev.                       201.034 

AF002700_at 

  mean                           435.0789 

  std. dev.                      249.4553 

AF003743_at 

  mean                           207.6316 

  std. dev.                      354.3835 

PROPOSED PATTERNS 

--------------------------------- 

[U31973_s_at=0]: 4 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[U31973_s_at=0]: 4 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U31973_s_at=-54]: 3 ==> [M59499_at=238, CLASS=AML]: 2    

[U31973_s_at=-54, CLASS=AML]: 3 ==> [M59499_at=238]: 2    

[L40379_at=-159]: 3 ==> [U88892_at=-234, CLASS=AML]: 2    

[L40379_at=-159, CLASS=AML]: 3 ==> [U88892_at=-234]: 2    

[HG2007-HT2056_s_at=41]: 3 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    
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[X81333_at=103]: 3 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[X81333_at=103]: 3 ==> [U31973_s_at=-51]: 2    

[U06454_at=-47]: 3 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U31973_s_at=-54]: 3 ==> [M59499_at=238]: 2    

[M59499_at=0]: 3 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[L40379_at=-159]: 3 ==> [U88892_at=-234]: 2    

[L27476_at=116]: 3 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[J02645_at=48]: 3 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[U43527_at=550]: 4 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 3    

[L27476_at=136]: 4 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 3    

[M59499_at=238]: 2 ==> [U31973_s_at=-54, CLASS=AML]: 2    

[M59499_at=238, U31973_s_at=-54]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[M59499_at=238, CLASS=AML]: 2 ==> [U31973_s_at=-54]: 2    

[U88892_at=-234]: 2 ==> [L40379_at=-159, CLASS=AML]: 2    

[L40379_at=-159, U88892_at=-234]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[U88892_at=-234, CLASS=AML]: 2 ==> [L40379_at=-159]: 2    

[AJ000480_at=592]: 2 ==> [X81333_at=91, CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X81333_at=91]: 2 ==> [AJ000480_at=592, CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[AJ000480_at=592, X81333_at=91]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[AJ000480_at=592, CLASS=ALL]: 2 ==> [X81333_at=91]: 2    

[X81333_at=91, CLASS=ALL]: 2 ==> [AJ000480_at=592]: 2    

[U10689_f_at=198]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U10689_f_at=134]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U10689_f_at=131]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U10689_f_at=118]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[HG4677-HT5102_s_at=288]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[HG4677-HT5102_s_at=84]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U31973_s_at=-27]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[M22348_s_at=425]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U64315_s_at=371]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[U64315_s_at=370]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U64315_s_at=327]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[U64315_s_at=305]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[M86757_s_at=-486]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[HG2007-HT2056_s_at=4]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[HG2007-HT2056_s_at=-2]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    
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[HG2007-HT2056_s_at=-3]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[HG2007-HT2056_s_at=-5]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[HG2007-HT2056_s_at=-12]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[HG2007-HT2056_s_at=-49]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[HG2271-HT2367_at=-139]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[HG2271-HT2367_at=-360]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X80818_at=2244]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U31973_s_at=-51]: 2 ==> [X81333_at=103]: 2    

[X81333_at=91]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X81333_at=69]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X81333_at=60]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[X81333_at=57]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X54380_at=24]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X54380_at=3]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X54380_at=-42]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X54380_at=-91]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X52142_at=122]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X52142_at=109]: 2 ==> [U31973_s_at=-68]: 2    

[U31973_s_at=-68]: 2 ==> [X52142_at=109]: 2    

[X52142_at=14]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[X15880_at=378]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[X15880_at=232]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U88892_at=-153]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U88892_at=-234]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[U88892_at=-301]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U43527_at=706]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U43527_at=609]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U06454_at=-19]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U06454_at=-26]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[U06454_at=-44]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[U06454_at=-88]: 2 ==> [CLASS=ALL]: 2    

[M59499_at=238]: 2 ==> [CLASS=AML]: 2    

[M59499_at=238]: 2 ==> [U31973_s_at=-54]: 2    
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Ovarian Cancer dataset: 

 Ovarian Cancer dataset is one of the high dimensional continuous attributes 

dataset. In this data a large number of feature space with limited number of instances 

are taken from the website (http://csse.szu.edu.cn/staff/zhuzx/Datasets.html). This 

dataset contains 15154 attributes and 253 instances for classification process.  

 

Figure 3.2: Performance of cancer disease using classification models 

 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the improvement of proposed approach to the traditional 

weak classifiers by using error rate, runtime and true positive rate. Here, the 

performance was computed in terms of true positive rate, error rate and runtime on 

Ovarian dataset. From the figure, it is clearly observed that the present approach has 

high accuracy measure compared to traditional models. 

Table 3.7: Comparative study of present model to the traditional models on three 

cancer disease datasets by using accuracy measure 

Datasets 
PSO+ 

Naïve Bayes 

SVM+ 

Random Forest 

IG 

+Neural Network 

MODDT  

(PROPOSED MODEL) 

Lung Cancer 0.79 0.8142 0.863 0.9435 

Lung Michigan 0.813 0.8241 0.8452 0.9282 

Lymphoma 0.7924 0.859 0.8834 0.975 

Error Rate 0.342 0.319 0.298 0.196 

Runtime(ms) 6531 6294 5964 5193 
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Figure 3.3: Performance of present approach to traditional approaches by using 

accuracy, error rate and run-time 

 

Table 3.7 and Figure 3.3 describe the performance of the proposed ensemble 

model to the traditional models on microarray cancer disease datasets. From the table, 

it is clearly observed that the proposed model has high accuracy and less error rate 

compare to traditional models in terms of accuracy, error rate and runtime. 

 

Table 3.8: Run-Time comparison of the Proposed Feature selection measure to the 

traditional feature selection measures 

Feature 

selection 

Measures 

Diabetes 

(secs) 

Leukemia 

(secs) 

Cancer 

(secs) 

Brain 

Disease (secs) 

Chi-square Rank 32.67 35.76 32.98 33.13 

Mutual Info Rank 39.12 39.77 32.87 31.97 

Probabilistic 

Rank 
39.86 41.86 39.04 36.76 

MODDT  

(Proposed Model) 
27.654 26.87 26.98 24.87 
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 Table 3.8 illustrates the runtime of the present model with the traditional models 

on biomedical data repositories. From the tabulated values, it is analyzed that the 

present feature ranking technique has low execution time compared to traditional 

techniques.  

 

   Figure 3.4: Run-Time comparison of the Proposed Ranking measure to the 

traditional ranking measures 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the runtime of the present model with the traditional 

models on biomedical data repositories. From the tabulated values, it is analyzed that 

the present ranking technique has low execution time compared to traditional 

techniques.  

 

Table 3.9: Average Feature Ranking Measure of The Present PSO Model to The 

Traditional Ranking Measures 

Feature selection 

Measures 

Diabetes 

(secs) 

Leukemia  

(secs) 

Cancer  

(secs) 

Brain 

Disease (secs) 

Chi-square Rank 0.76 0.69 0.83 0.719 

Mutual Info Rank 0.83 0.879 0.9 0.858 

Probabilistic Rank 0.792 0.87 0.848 0.869 

MODDT  

(Proposed Model) 
0.92 0.939 0.919 0.957 
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 Table 3.9, describes the average ranking score of the present feature selection 

measure to the traditional approaches. From the table it was observed that the present 

rank algorithm has high average ranking score compared to the existing approaches.  

Table 3.10: Comparative study of present model to traditional models by using 

average recall and precision rate on the training microarray datasets 

Model Recall Precision 

PSO+ NaiveBayes 0.845 0.864 

SVM+ Random Forest 0.885 0.9054 

IG+ Neural Network 0.9043 0.9053 

MODDT (Proposed Model) 0.9735 0.9735 

 Table 3.10, illustrates the performance of the present model to the existing 

approaches by using average recall and precision rates. These average rates are 

simulated on the training microarray datasets. 

Statistical control chart model aims to filter extreme anomalies using the filtered 

dataset, modified decision tree algorithm has been implemented with modified entropy 

and modified information gain. 

3.5 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, a hybrid statistical anomaly detection model is proposed to 

remove the noisy instances in the given datasets. Modified decision tree algorithm has 

improved classification accuracy in all the data sets considerably. Accuracy can be 

defined as the number of correct predictions. This filtered data is given to the 

classification problem to improve the accuracy and false positive rate on different 

datasets. Experimental results proved that the statistical anomaly detection-based 

classification problem has better efficiency on different conventional statistical 

anomaly model on different datasets. In Diabetes dataset the classification rate 

increased to 92%, which is better accuracy than the previous models (74.5%), In Glass 

identification dataset the classification rate increased to 96%, which is better accuracy 

than the previous models (68%). In Credit fraud dataset the classification accuracy rate 

is increased to 88% which is better than the previous models (71%). This model gives 

the better detection of diabetes, correct type of glass, better identification of network 

attacks, cancer decease and credit risks in the credit dataset.   
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CHAPTER 4 

CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY ENHANCEMENT THROUGH META-

LEARNERS 

 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

 As the size of the data increases, most of the conventional feature ranking 

models are difficult to find the essential key features due to high computational time 

and memory. Feature selection and ranking techniques contribute greatly to the data 

classification problem. In this chapter, a hybrid feature selection based ensemble 

classification learning technique to improve the feature selection and ranking problem 

in the mixed data types is developed. Most classification models of the conventional 

ensemble are processed with limited feature space and small data. With the size of the 

feature area increasing, conventional ensemble classification picks a preset number of 

classification features. A novel feature selection based classification model is used in 

this chapter to improve the accuracy and efficiency of high-dimensional data. The main 

goal of the proposed ensemble learner is to identify the data for complex pattern 

analyzes in high dimensions and imbalance. In this proposed model, the classifier 

features are classified by using feature selection based classification problem. In the 

proposed ensemble model, the output of high-dimensions medical data is analyzed 

using different base classifiers such as naive bays, feed forward neural networks, and 

an enhanced decision tree. 

 

4.2 TRADITIONAL DATA ANOMALY BASED CLASSIFICATION  

The purpose of data mining is not to reveal individual information, but to 

generalize it across populations. Data mining works by examining the privacy concerns 

of individual data subjects. The real issue, isn’t how to extract data but how to protect 

data. To obtain appropriate anomaly care, a patient must submit very sensitive 

information to a healthcare provider. In order to obtain good treatment, the hospitals 

must preserve their privacy in patient records, as patients give a personal data to the 

hospital. The direct divulgation of anomaly data inevitably puts individuals' privacy at 

risk. The idea of data conservation (PPDM) was introduced in order to address this 

problem [68] in order to relieve the tension between data mining and data protection. 

The concept of [69] is to shake individual data values as a first introduction to PPDM. 
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Since the management tasks of other companies are outsourced, it is necessary to share 

data. The process of recruiting an external company to provide a service provided 

previously by an employee is known as outsourcing. Outsourcing involves transitioning 

administrative responsibility for service provision and internal employee patterns to an 

external company. The health care provider outsources a range of activities and also 

that better efficiency, cost savings and increasing core business management time are 

the main benefits of using external resources [70].  

[71] established that the selection of features involved specific redundant 

analyses. Thus, via redundant analysis, a new paradigm for efficient selection of 

features was developed. This system separated the analysis and redundant analysis 

applicable. A new feature selection algorithm was also introduced, and the best feature 

set was extracted against various learning algorithms. [72] investigated the current 

ranking algorithms for the selection of functions. They found that the rating and 

classification varied markedly. Hence, an algorithm for selecting features was 

proposed. Two ranking models, Ranking SVM and Rank Net, were used in this 

algorithm for extracting the best subset of features. [73] proposed an algorithm for 

feature selection using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Support Vector 

Machines (SVMs). The PSO had been used to pick the best subset of apps. PSO's fitness 

function was tested using the SVM with the one-versus-rest approach. The algorithm 

has been tested with different classification problems. [74] identified a method of 

selecting features, namely consistent-based selection of features. It was a valuable 

indicator for various methods of selection of the devices. The proposed method thus 

obtained a better result in accuracy than the wrapper approach and also obtained a 

higher reduction in functionality. [75] proposed an algorithm for selection of features 

using the mining law of association and knowledge gain. The Apriori algorithm was 

used to find the attributes in question. Knowledge Gain was used in the dataset to delete 

the obsolete and redundant features. The analysis of the algorithm showed that the 

classification accuracy had not improved. [76] implemented a system of selection of 

features using rating criteria based on the filter. The proposed technique has been called 

TBFS (Threshold Dependent Feature Selection). Using the F-measure, the value of each 

attribute was normalized between 0 and 1 and the independent attribute was 

individually paired with the class attribute. This technique was useful in identifying the 

smaller subset of features, and showed an increase in the accuracy of classification. 
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[77] developed a subset selection algorithm for high-dimensional data based on the 

Clustering function. To separate the features into clusters, the graph-theoretic approach 

was used. The features which were closely related to the target class were chosen as the 

best subsets of features. They viewed every cluster as a single trait in this. 

Consequently, the dimensionality was reduced significantly. The algorithm was 

compared with various existing algorithms and the prediction accuracy and 

classification performance showed a minimum improvement. [78] used knowledge 

theory to examine the discriminatory selection feature algorithm which did not 

recognize the discriminating and continuous features of the dataset. They also proposed 

an algorithm for selection of features from the analysis. An Entropy breakpoint 

definition has been implemented in this algorithm. This algorithm has been tested using 

various real-world datasets. The experiment result stated that the algorithm had a high 

computational complexity with very low precision prediction. In Feature Selection, [79] 

proposed an algorithm for solving the optimization problem. Using Greedy Search 

method and Greedy Search Loss from ranking method, this algorithm was used to find 

the best features. [80] introduced a new algorithm called Relief Disc. It functions on 

Discretization basis. Discretization partitions contains adjacent intervals in finite range. 

Rather than using random sampling to pick the instance, they suggested taking instance 

from each interval that reduces computational complexity and retains the consistency 

of features. There was also no need for user feedback to parameter the sample size. 

Experimental tests have shown that the current algorithm works better compared to the 

existing Relief algorithm. Relief-Disc achieved better than Relief according to them. 

The stochastic search approach is implemented in order to address the drawbacks of the 

conventional approaches, where some randomness is added in the search process and 

feature selection process is less sensitive to the specific dataset. The significance of the 

features is assessed in this process, their consistencies are calculated and a pre-

determined search algorithm is used along with a classifier. The consistency of a subset 

of features is calculated in terms of accuracy of the classification. The function subset 

contributing the highest accuracy of classification with a minimum number of features 

is considered to be the best. Different forms of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are used 

to pick features. However, several algorithms for decision tree learning are degraded in 

their output performance because of inappropriate, unreliable or indefinite data are 

presented. Sometimes interdependent relationship among data is taken into 

consideration while some algorithms limitedly handle the attributes which have discrete 
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values. In order to determine the missing value of microarray [81], they built a new 

bicluster based Bayesian Principal Component Analysis. A common microarray 

missing value estimation method is the Bayesian main component analysis. There is no 

noticeable overall performance of that system. In this work we have implemented a bi-

cluster-based technique to manipulate the local matrix structure. Every bi-cluster gene 

is identified in the above-mentioned technique along with experimental conditions. In 

order to get optimum parameters, an automatic training mechanism is implemented. 

Additional research may be performed in future to substantially reduce the normalized 

root-mean-square error. Each gene expression can be calculated simultaneously with 

the theory of microarray. Some conditions are kept and there is a total of 10 of these 

conditions. Clustering and bi-clustering are here to be listed as two essential tools for 

the study of the data on gene expression. The data above was obtained from different 

experiments with microarrays. In a single group all genes with related behavior are 

included. All the biological knowledge needed is successfully gathered in this process. 

A specific gene can play many roles, so non-exclusive mechanisms for grouping are 

required. Gene shaving is used to detect various gene sets with identical expression. On 

the other hand, genome biology is considered to be the most popular form of clustering 

with only stable clusters. The value of variance is very high in all these clusters. There 

are therefore opportunities to overlap between clusters. In this work, an intelligent 

framework for analysis of microarray data has been implemented. The above-

mentioned method refers to the full clustering and biclustering process three numbers 

of non-exclusive techniques. The main purpose of this work is to detect consistent 

clusters of genes with large variances between samples [82]. 

A fuzzy, weighted grouping technique is applied to solve the above-mentioned 

problems. In each process, this method is congruent and distributed. This technique can 

be applied in various applications for data clustering. It can be used to obtain the 

functional relations of different genes in clusters of gene expression. By incorporating 

ordered weighted averaging and spearman coefficients techniques, the above presented 

method assesses the similarity measure. Here, density reachable genes are combined to 

form subclusters. In this work. Finally, through the combination of these subclusters, 

the finished cluster results were regenerated. An effective voting system that is 

responsible for deciding the best weights is then introduced. In addition, valid clusters 

between each individual dataset may also be defined. In a distributed processing 

environment, the above algorithm is implemented.  
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4.3 GRAPH-BASED MEDICAL DATA CLASSIFICATION 

A graph based medical data classification and feature extraction, extracts 

required phrase or instances for the large medical data set [83]. The graph-based 

ranking approach is applied to compute the phrase and sentence scores using similar 

navigation paths or clustered paths. Using graph model, medical data are modeled as 

vertices on the graph and they are ordered using the algorithm. When using sparse non-

negative matrix factorization instances with similar features, clustering is applied. The 

most frequent input examples are used to improve the feature extraction. A graph is 

used to represent medical data of a patient. The medical data is represented as a graph 

with each line in the file labelled as a vertex. Just like in a graph, there are similarities 

between the vertices. This model recognizes several limitations; firstly, classification 

efficiency and association models are influenced by parameter settings, discretion and 

feature choices. Secondly, due to sparsity and NULL values, this model could not find 

associations. Third, due to incorrect labeling, the wrong positive rate is increasing. 

  The new method on discretization of the attributes of the decision tree learning 

has been suggested by [84]. Each attribute is assumed to be a nominal or categorical 

attribute as the key problem of conventional decision tree models. To solve this 

problem, each attribute during the tree construction process is fed a dynamic 

discretization model on the continuous label. C4.5 used the discretizing approach in 

preprocessing phases with the elimination of the noise, in conventional decision tree 

models such as CART. However, the key constraint of this model is that the data must 

be of a continuous form and not a mixed type. They proposed to construct ensemble 

trees using the univariate decision tree model as an assembly framework for random 

project random discretization method. Several models were suggested for the design of 

ensemble decision-making trees. Randomization is used to create decision tree 

classifiers based on boosting and bagging. Uniform decision tree models such as ID3, 

C4.5 are limited to generating a specific classification attribute or node. This 

maximizes the working time of the decision tree during the induction process to break 

the instance space. Multivariate decision trees are therefore used in numerical feature 

sets to maximize the efficiency and runtime of decision tree construction. 

The construction in machine learning models of precise ensemble classificators 

has been an active research subject. Boosting, bagging and stacking are the basic 
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models of master learning to learn high-dimensional datasets for ensemble 

classification. Due to high dimensionality and initialization parameters, most 

conventional ensemble classificators have high error rates. As a way of growing the 

real good rate in restricted space training, [85] suggested a boosting training model 

known as Tradaboost. As dimensionality reduces the true positive rate, the principal 

limitation of this model is. [61] Suggested an expanded Trbagging process model. 

Proposed The weak classifiers on the training data are learned in this method. 

A PSO-based, high dimensional features spectral filter model of the original 

training data was implemented [86]. The one is the primary component analysis and 

the other the highest risk assessment. Two reconstruction approaches are employed. In 

randomization models, various distribution algorithms have been used. In the majority 

of these methods, Bayesian analytics use randomization and randomization data to 

estimate the initial data distribution. Feature selection is a significant step in the process 

of defect prediction and was studied extensively in the machine learning field. [87] 

Investigated and applied to UCI repository data sets various models of the selection 

feature representing a classified list of features. 

 

4.4 RANK BASED FEATURE SELECTION CLASSIFICATION MODEL 

WITH MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

One of the main issues to be considered in a scenario for fraud detection is the 

unbalanced nature of the dataset. The applications for fraud detection require actual 

data rather than artificial data to provide accurate results. The data set providers will 

not be able to provide the data as such because they are bound by the confidential law. 

Until making it public, data anonymization is performed. It will result in 

misclassifications using the data. Therefore, prior to use, data should be cleaned. 

Extraction, transformation and loading are the three general phases. But the cleaning 

process should be adapted to the data being used in real terms. Initially Data Pre-

processing has been carried out. In this process, missing values or inconsistent values 

are replaced with the computed value. If the attribute is numerical then all the missing 

values are replaced with the computed Max-Min value. If the attribute is categorical, 

then all the missing values are replaced with probabilistic ranked value. Then on filtered 

data Feature selection based classification model has been implemented with 

multivariate analysis. 
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The applications for fraud detection require actual data rather than artificial data 

to provide accurate results. The data acquisition companies have to refuse providing the 

information under legal obligation. Data recognition is accomplished before providing 

the monitoring function to the general public. It will result in misclassifications of the 

data. The three phases included in the proposed framework are feature extraction, 

feature transformation and anomaly detection. 

Feature Generation: Scoring the stimulus features isn't an easy task. We based our 

results on the previous studies to include features already common in the literature. 

New features can be constructed by transforming or combining the original attributes. 

This approach is known as feature construction. It is often done by incorporating 

expert’s background knowledge about the problem domain. 

Feature Selection: Selecting the most suitable set of attributes that represent a problem, 

from large set of attributes is also a challenging task. Some attributes might be 

irrelevant, redundant, or containing useful information only when combined together. 

We must select the best possible features before feeding them into the algorithm since 

this influence the quality of the prediction model as well as the computing resources 

(such as calculation time, memory usage etc.). 

Feature selection is important for the purpose of customer features using various 

feature combinations. Classification models can be evaluated with regards to 

classification error rate. So, the best performing feature combination is the feature 

combination to select from all features. 

In feature selection, there are two fundamental search procedures, the forward 

and backward selection. Forward selection starts from scratch and adds new variables 

one-by-one while evaluating the optimal search path. The backward selection does the 

opposite: the search starts from a model based on all variables and eliminates one-by 

one. The results of both approaches can differ due to non-independent variables and 

different stopping points when a certain quality threshold value is reached. In other 

wrapper application fields also other search techniques such as evolutionary search and 

simulated annealing are used. 

Therefore, prior to use, data should be cleaned. Extraction, transformation and 

loading are the three general phases. But the cleaning process should be adapted to the 

data being used in real terms. 
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4.4.1. Data Pre-Processing Algorithm 

Database D, 

For each data record in D 

Do 

For each feature F in the record 

Do 

If(F!=NULL) 

Then 

Continue; 

Else 

F_type=check_type(F); 

If(F_type==numerical) 

Then 

Miss_Value= 
2 2( )* ( )*

( 1)*[Max(F) Min(F)]



 

F FMax F Min F

N N

   

Value(F)=Miss_Value; 

 End if 

If(type==Categorical) 

 Then 

 Freq[]=frequency(F);// each category of class attribute. 

Probability of each instance value per class. 

 Prob[]=
1

Pr ( / )
m

j i

i

ob x C


 ; 

  i=1,2,3…m classes 

  j=1,2…n instances 

rank=Max{freq[]}/Max{Prob[]}; 

Fill the value with the max ranked class value. 

 End if 

Done 

Done  

In this algorithm, missing values or inconsistent values are replaced with the 

computed value. If the attribute is numerical then all the missing values are replaced 

with the computed Max-Min value. If the attribute is categorical, then all the missing 

values are replaced with probabilistic ranked value.  
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4.4.2. Fraud Detection Attribute Selection Algorithm 

Input: Filtered data FDB 

Output: Ranked feature attributes 

Procedure: 

For each filtered feature ff in FDB 

Do 

Compute entropy E(ff); 

Compute mutual information between attributes. 

MI(ff)=Max{MI{ff,F-ff}}; 

Partition the feature ff into m classes as 
1 2p ,p ,,, mp  

Find the similarity between instances of two distinct partitions as  

22

1

,

* | |

Sim(p , )
( )

i j

i j

i j

i j

x x

p
N N







; 

Where 
iN  is the number of instances in ith partition and 

jN  is the number of instances 

in j thpartition. 

Rank of the attribute is defined as  

 R(ff)=E(ff)+M.I(ff)+Max{ Sim(p , )i jp } 

Done 

Input k as user defined threshold 

For each r in R(ff) do 

If(r>k) 

Then  

Select as fraud feature attribute. 

Else 

Continue; 

done 

In this algorithm, rank based fraud detection attributes are selected using a novel 

approach. In this model, entropy and mutual information measures are computed to 

each attribute with the remaining attributes. Also, similarity measure is computed to all 

the data partitions for intra cluster variations. The rank of an attribute is computed using 

the entropy, mutual information and similarity measure. Feature attributes are selected 

using the user defined threshold. 
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4.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, experimental findings will be simulated on various datasets using 

the proposed model in line with existing approaches. In this the data collection [14] 

used in the experimental study is summarized. As test data for performance 

measurement in the experimental results, in this 10 % of the training data are used. 

Proposed ensemble methods that improve true positive performance and accuracy on 

entire high-dimensional datasets. For the construction of decision patterns, the proposed 

model uses the full training data set, therefore the accuracy of predicting every cross 

validation is more reliable than the conventional ensemble classification patterns. It is 

evident from the experimental results that feature selection optimization improves in 

the simple classifications along with a truly positive and negative classification scale. 

In Network (KDD) dataset the classification rate increased to 98.2%, which is better 

accuracy than the previous models (94%), In credit dataset the classification rate 

increased to 97.3%, which is better accuracy than the previous models (82%) In 

Diabetes dataset the classification rate increased to (97%), which is better accuracy than 

the previous models (74.5%) 

 

Results on Medical Datasets                  

In this section, we have implemented our proposed cancer micro-array model 

and compared the results with conventional decision tree modeling. Table summarizes 

the Microarray data set used for experimental evaluation. 10% of the training data are 

used as test data for performance evaluation in the experimental results.  

Ensemble methods allow more accurate prediction of true positives of high 

dimensional datasets. The proposed model uses the entire training data for construction 

of decision patterns, therefore its prediction accuracy tends to be more accurate than 

the traditional ensemble models. 

  Table 4.1: Datasets and its properties 

Dataset Name Features Type 

lung-Michigan 7000 Numeric 

DLBCL-Stanford 4000 Numeric 

Leukemia  6817 Numeric 

lungCancer_train 12000 Numeric 

Lymphoma 4026 Numeric 
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Ovarian Cancer dataset: 

Ovarian cancer dataset is one of the high dimensional continuous attributes 

dataset. In this data a large number of feature space with limited number of instances 

are taken from the website(http://csse.szu.edu.cn/staff/zhuzx/Datasets.html). This 

dataset contains 15154 attributes and 253 instances for classification process.  

 

Table 4.2: Performance analysis of classification accuracy on ovarian dataset on 

10 fold cross validation. 

10 % Test Data Ovarian Dataset 

Model True Positive Rate Error Rate Run  time(ms) 

PSO + Naïve Bayes 0.87 0.2492 4526 

PSO + Random Forest 0.8923 0.2293 4297 

PSO + Neural Network 0.9055 0.1987 3975 

Statistical+Decision tree (Proposed Model-1) 0.9645 0.012 3183 

Proposed-Ensemble (Proposed Model-2) 0.987 0.023 3046 

 

Table 4.2 Describes the performance of the improved feature selection algorithm with 

ensemble classification to the traditional models on microarray cancer das. From the 

table, it is clearly observed that the proposed model has high accuracy and less error 

rate compare to traditional models in terms of error rate, accuracy and runtime. 

Table 4.3: Comparative study of present model to the traditional models on four 

microarray datasets by using accuracy measure 

Datasets 

PSO 

+ 

CART 

PSO 

+ 

SVM 

PSO 

+ 

FFNN 

Statistical 

+ 

Ensemble 

FS 

+ 

Ensemble 

Lung Cancer 0.7144 0.8353 0.8525 0.9535 96.03 

Lung Michigan 0.8143 0.8353 0.845 0.9635 0.9903 

Ovarian 0.8353 0.8744 0.8574 0.97 0.984 

Lymphoma 0.8467 0.8835 0.8934 0.982 0.9845 

Error Rate 0.3144 0.3042 0.294 0.174 0.201 

Runtime (ms) 6983 6194 6364 3068 3465 

 

http://csse.szu.edu.cn/staff/zhuzx/Datasets.html
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Table 4.4: Comparative study of present model to traditional models by using 

average recall and precision rate on the training microarray datasets 

Model Recall Precision 

PSO + Naïve Bayes 0.845 0.864 

SVM + Random Forest 0.885 0.9054 

PSO + FFNN 0.9143 0.9133 

IPSO + Ensemble 0.9735 0.9735 

FS + Ensemble 0.9824 0.9819 

 

Table 4.4, illustrates the performance of the present model to the existing 

approaches by using average recall and precision rates. These average rates are 

simulated on the training microarray datasets. 

 Pima indians diabetes mellitus dataset is taken from the UCI machine learning 

website. There are 768 instances of this data set. Each person is identified by 8 attributes 

in the following data set. The number values are all attributes. This data set was created 

by UCI Machine Learning Databases Repository. The data were gathered from a larger 

data set of mellite and digestive and kidney disease national institutes. 

Diabetes dataset patterns: 

[preg=3]: 75 ==> [insu=0]: 30    

[age=22]: 72 ==> [insu=0]: 29    

[preg=5]: 57 ==> [insu=0, class=tnegative]: 23    

[pres=70]: 57 ==> [class=t_positive]: 23    

[age=21, class=tnegative]: 58 ==> [insu=0]: 25    

[preg=5]: 57 ==> [skin=0, insu=0]: 25    

[preg=5]: 57 ==> [skin=0]: 25    

[age=21]: 63 ==> [insu=0]: 28    

[pres=70]: 57 ==> [insu=0]: 26    

[class=tnegative]: 500 ==> [insu=0]: 236    

[preg=0, class=tnegative]: 73 ==> [insu=0]: 35    

[preg=0]: 111 ==> [insu=0]: 54    

[class=t_positive]: 268 ==> [insu=0]: 138    

[preg=4, class=tnegative]: 45 ==> [insu=0]: 24    

[preg=7]: 45 ==> [class=t_positive]: 25    

[preg=7]: 45 ==> [insu=0]: 25    

[pres=80]: 40 ==> [insu=0]: 23    

[preg=4, insu=0]: 41 ==> [class=tnegative]: 24    

[insu=0, class=tnegative]: 236 ==> [skin=0]: 139    

[preg=2, insu=0]: 39 ==> [skin=0]: 23    
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[preg=0, insu=0]: 54 ==> [skin=0]: 32    

[pres=70]: 57 ==> [class=tnegative]: 34    

[preg=4]: 68 ==> [insu=0]: 41    

[insu=0]: 374 ==> [skin=0]: 227    

[skin=0]: 227 ==> [insu=0, class=tnegative]: 139    

[skin=0, insu=0]: 227 ==> [class=tnegative]: 139    

[skin=0]: 227 ==> [class=tnegative]: 139    

[preg=6]: 50 ==> [insu=0]: 31    

[pres=78]: 45 ==> [class=tnegative]: 28    

[insu=0]: 374 ==> [class=tnegative]: 236    

[preg=8]: 38 ==> [insu=0]: 24    

[preg=5]: 57 ==> [class=tnegative]: 36    

[preg=5]: 57 ==> [insu=0]: 36    

[pres=72]: 44 ==> [class=tnegative]: 28    

[insu=0, class=t_positive]: 138 ==> [skin=0]: 88    

[preg=5, insu=0]: 36 ==> [class=tnegative]: 23    

[preg=5, class=tnegative]: 36 ==> [insu=0]: 23    

[preg=3]: 75 ==> [class=tnegative]: 48    

[preg=0, insu=0]: 54 ==> [class=tnegative]: 35    

[preg=0]: 111 ==> [class=tnegative]: 73    

[preg=4, insu=0]: 41 ==> [skin=0]: 27    

[preg=4]: 68 ==> [class=tnegative]: 45    

[pres=74]: 52 ==> [class=tnegative]: 35    

[pres=80]: 40 ==> [class=tnegative]: 27    

[preg=6]: 50 ==> [class=tnegative]: 34    

[preg=5, insu=0]: 36 ==> [skin=0]: 25    

[pres=64]: 43 ==> [class=tnegative]: 30    

[pres=62]: 34 ==> [class=tnegative]: 24    

[age=25]: 48 ==> [class=tnegative]: 34    

[age=28]: 35 ==> [class=tnegative]: 25    

[pres=68]: 45 ==> [class=tnegative]: 33    

[age=27]: 32 ==> [class=tnegative]: 24    

[age=26]: 33 ==> [class=tnegative]: 25    

[preg=1, insu=0]: 41 ==> [class=tnegative]: 32    

[preg=1]: 135 ==> [class=tnegative]: 106    
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Table 4.5: Number of instances, attribute with computed ranked attributes of 

diabetes data for feature selection and ranking  

Number of instances Number of features Ranked Attributes 

500 10 6 

700 14 8 

900 16 11 

1200 18 15 

1500 21 14 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Comparison of the number of features and selected ranked attributes 

on PIMA dataset. 

 

Figure 4.2: Accuracy Comparison of Proposed And Existing Algorithms 

 

A model of selection of credit fraud dataset has been introduced on the basis of 

this Rank. Anomaly attributes can be found using traditional models since the size and 

number of instances are high, and are inefficient and ineffective. The hybrid function 
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selection algorithm is used to extract effective ranking attributes. Experimental findings 

show that, as opposed to conventional models, the proposed framework effectively 

recognizes the related attributes in terms of time and dimensions. 

Table 4.6 Accuracy Comparison on three datasets (KDD, Credit, Diabetes) 

Dataset KDD Credit Diabetes 

Correlation+knn 94.4 65.9 69.14 

Correlation+Naive base 91.5 75.52 74.2 

Correlation+Random forest 93.4 71.3 73.95 

Correlation+Random tree 92 65.1 71.74 

InfoGain + knn 94.4 65.9 69.14 

InfoGain +Naive base 91.5 75.52 74.2 

InfoGain +Random forest 92.8 70.4 73.69 

InfoGain +Random tree 88.5 63.2 69.92 

GainRatio + knn 94.4 65.9 69.14 

GainRatio +Naive base 91.5 75.52 74.2 

GainRatio +Random forest 93.7 71 72.65 

GainRatio +Random tree 89 64.8 69.66 

ReliefF + knn 94.4 65.9 69.14 

ReliefF +Naive base 91.5 75.52 74.2 

ReliefF +Random forest 93.5 70 73.69 

ReliefF +Random tree 87.5 64.2 69.92 

Model-2 Feature Selection +MODD 

Tree 

98.2 97.39 97.86 
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Figure 4.3: Comparative analysis off proposed model to conventional models for 

accuracy computation on different datasets. 

Experimental results show that proposed system efficiently detects the relevant 

attributes compared to traditional models in terms of time and dimensions are 

concerned. 

 

4.6 SUMMARY: 

In this chapter, hybrid feature selection based classification model is proposed 

on the mixed type of datasets such as medical, credit card, and KDD datasets. In this 

work, an advanced feature selection is applied on the mixed type of attributes for 

attribute ranking and classification problem. An advanced decision tree classifier is 

used to improve the classification accuracy and error rate on the different types of data 

types. In Network (KDD) dataset the classification rate increased to 98.2%, which is 

better accuracy than the previous models (94%), In credit dataset the classification rate 

increased to 97.3%, which is better accuracy than the previous models (82%) In 

Diabetes dataset the classification rate increased to 97%, which is better accuracy than 

the previous models (74.5%). Hybrid Feature Selection classification model gives the 

better disclosure of diabetes, right kind of of glass, better perceiving of network attacks, 

cancer decease and credit risks in the credit dataset. Experimental results proved that 

the filter based multi-objective classification model has better accuracy and feature 

ranking on different large feature space. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RE-ENGINEERING OF ENSEMBLES FOR REAL WORLD DATASETS 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Ranking and selection measures are traditionally used to extract the key features 

from high-dimensional feature space. These techniques can be used to improve the 

accuracy of data categorization and feature reduction. Feature selection is a challenging 

and critical issue for microarray data due to noise, missing values and clustering. ABC, 

PSO, and GA are classic methods in data classification that feature selection are used. 

However, these models are very expensive and computationally intensive. Traditional 

data partitioning based classification models require feature selection measures and 

ranking approaches in order to improve the classification accuracy. However, 

traditional ensemble learning models require high computational time if the number of 

instances in the training and test dataset increases. In order to estimate test data 

instances, traditional approaches primarily focus on detecting relevant patterns from the 

trained data. The robust partition-based classifier was implemented in this proposed 

work in order to find the top anomalies using attribute relationships. Along with 

uncertain characteristics with a high true positive rate, this model effectively identifies 

the anomaly characteristics. Experimental results show that the approach proposed 

works well against traditional optimization techniques for anomaly optimization. In the 

current heterogeneous data repositories such as gene and disease identification and 

prediction are the essential factors for content clustering and classification models. 

The chances of a cyber-attack on the high-speed networks are rising as the high-

speed networks continue to grow. Anomaly detection is an important part of a number 

of valuable functionality. Since there is a communication between the client and the 

server, there is a probability of an error in the distributed processing of the large 

distributed data. The large amount of features make anomaly detection a demanding 

task.  To identify anomaly patterns or characteristics using association and 

classification techniques, several anomaly detection techniques have been implemented 

in the literature. Unfortunately, all the normal or abnormal features cannot be covered 

by some anomaly detection models via data mining.  
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5.2 AUTOMATIC DATA FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Automatic data feature extraction approaches are one way to help internet users 

to generate concise information efficiently and effectively. Effective feature extraction 

approach should properly assume the following requirements. 

Diversity: Each medical data filtered information should contain minimal redundant 

phrases as possible. 

Coverage: Each summary should have essential key features from all the medical data, 

i.e., information loss in feature extraction model can be minimized. 

Balance: Each summary should represent the different key concepts of the large feature 

data in a uniform manner. 

Added to this, the demands of genomic data classification for dimension 

reduction i.e. derivation of reduced feature set either by extraction of features or by 

selection methods and further classification using effective classifiers. The 

classification question divides the unseen test instances into classes as the class label 

specifies.  Chi-Square is the common statistical test which measures the divergence 

from the expected distribution if the assumed feature occurrence is in fact independent 

of the class value. When the Chi-square Statistics is greater than the critical value 

defined by the degrees of freedom, then the function and class are deemed dependent. 

The T-test is another common statistical method used to compare a sample mean or 

mean difference to the true mean or predicted mean difference. T – test is yet another 

basic approach used in the study of gene expression. The logarithm of expression levels 

was manipulated, requiring comparison calculation to the mean variance of both 

treatment control groups. The basic issue with T-test is that it involves repeated 

controlled trials with care, which are both repetitive and expensive. Relief-F is a feature 

selection technique that selects instances at random, adjusting feature-relevance 

weights depending on the nearest neighbor. By its merits Relief-F is one of feature 

selection's most effective strategies. Relief-F key concept is to calculate a score for each 

characteristic that calculates how well this feature distinguishes neighboring samples 

in the original room. The nearest neighbor version searches for the closest example of 

the opposite class (nearest miss) in the original function space from the same class 

(nearest hit). The score is then the difference (or ratio) between the averages for all 

samples from the distance to the nearest miss the average distance on that function to 

the nearest hit in prediction [88]. In statistics, the selection of features also known as 

variable selection, is the method of selecting a subset of appropriate variables for 
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statistical model construction. Feature selection techniques are used under the central 

assumption that several redundant or inappropriate features are present in the data. 

Redundant apps are those that do not include any more detail than the currently selected 

apps.  

 

5.3 TRADITIONAL BIOMEDICAL DATA CLASSIFICATION MODELS 

In order to find the highest likelihood evaluation variance between the gene and 

its associated diseases in biomedical data sets, conventional probability assessment 

techniques like Naïve Bayes, the Markov model and the Bayesian model (68) are 

employed. Classification is a process of searches for and extracts from distributed 

medical data sources the key conceptual definitions of genes or disease trends, which 

has become an integral part of daily work in any field like cloud, internet, social 

networking and repositories. 

Automatic text the Classification of the broad medical sets fulfills those 

objectives by the use of the Classification techniques at the user end. Summaries of 

medical data represent instances or phrases derived from various sources without any 

arbitrary human interference or editorial influence. The Classification area is highly 

interdisciplinary and includes fields such as knowledge collection, text mining and data 

collection, natural language processing and medical databases. 

Meyer et.al [89] proposed a model mining pattern and disease prediction 

classification model. They used a microarray dataset to grade the pathways in a small 

data size and find disease-related trends. Random forest classification models were used 

to filter and classify co-related patterns of disease into microarray datasets. This model 

allows large data sets to have high calculation storage and memory. 

Singh et.al [90] has introduced a new Meta graph construction model for gene-

based disease patterns. Protein associations and the keywords of the biological gene are 

extracted in this model in order to classify patterns of a disease via a meta graphic model. 

Small datasets with maximum 10k instances. This model is limited. 

Raweh et.al [91] suggested the use of the phase diagram method for new gene 

selection and disease classification. For disease prediction and classification, they used 

various microarray gene data sets. For microarray data sets with reduced instance space, 

PHADIA method is powerful. 

J. A model for identification of gene sequence patterns in biomedical repositories 

has been developed by [92]. As training dataset, they used gene bank data to find the 
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relationship between the two sequences. Moreover, the secret markov model suggested 

generates the Genes sequence with the Gene Bank database in two or three states. This 

model only requires two gene sequences, with each sequence rising in size or the 

sequence number growing, this model cannot be ranking-efficient. All were employed 

as the Decision Tree and k neighbors, linear bays, smallest squares of vector supporters 

and radial networks. It is better to use decision trees when the outcomes are easy to 

grasp. It is rational and simple to understand by applying a series of rules in the 

classification that decision-making bodies be superior to other methods. The decision-

making mechanisms include the nodes, branches and leaves. The attributes are evaluated 

in accordance with the specified node rules. At the branches, the results of the tests are 

shown. Finally, the class is specified on the leaves. The checking at the top leads to the 

blade, which decides the class. Out of the medical data from various health reports secret 

patterns can be retrieved. Sadly, these medical documents are distributed across the 

world and not evenly formatted. The doctors can even exaggerate some of the 

documents. The diagnosis is based on these trends achieved. The data must be obtained 

first and then cleaned up to obtain trends from the documents. Diagnosis is an incredibly 

critical medical practice. False diagnosis can have negative effects [93]. 

Bagging is another form of classification. In this case, the classifier will supply 

a category output. Any prediction is taken as a single vote. If a certain class earns the 

majority of votes, the results of the classification are considered. The packaging sums 

up the groups according to the number of votes. There are other classifications derived 

from enhancing this form of bagging. It's better done with trees. This is due to the simple 

understanding of the arrangement of the trees. Certain data can be unstructured or 

standardized. The best way to treat this sort of data is bagging. This is because this 

technique is successful. The used tree makes reading and depicting simpler. 

Unfortunately, the bagging technique does not work well for that type of data when the 

data is not noisy. Another method of classification is known as boosting. The exercise 

tuple is trained in the boosting process with weights. Then the tuples are repeatedly 

learned with the boost classifier. The weight of the tuples is recorded during each period 

of repetition. The correctly classified tuples are assigned less weight, but those which 

have been classified incorrectly are classified more. Since the tuple is given more 

weight, more attention is given. How correctly weights are allocated to the tuples is 

assessed to determine the output of this stimulation process. This boosting approach 

could be strengthened by depending on assumptions such that the large margins of error 
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would gradually be reduced to smaller margins. The AdaBoost.M1 and AdaBoost.M2 

are two kinds of boosting methods. AdaBoost.M1 focuses on error reduction and 

therefore on the algorithms used for learning. In this case, it remains constant and not 

varied for the weights of the wrongly labeled tuples. In certain cases, this has been shown 

to lower the error to zero. This happens with a mistake of over 0.5 in the hypothesis. 

This drawback makes it unsuitable when the error in the hypothesis reaches 0.5. 

AdaBoost.M2 has the advantage that one of the labels with high probabilities is not 

considered, it focuses on labels which have been mistakenly identified. The minimized 

pseudo loss is important to achieve the exact and desired output. If more sophisticated 

algorithms can be used, large databases can efficiently use the boosting process. Using 

these complex algorithms reduces the classifier's errors. 

The prediction process is very important in the decision-making process. This 

can be accomplished successfully using a statistical technique that is referred to as 

classifier or supervised pupil. The above prediction model is entirely liable to forecast 

the data of various applications that are invisible and unknown. The task of increasing 

predictive accuracy is very difficult and demanding. The accuracy of the classification 

depends entirely on the training data in the predictive model. Overall predictive accuracy 

is decreased by the unimportant, unrelated and redundant functions of training data. 

Therefore, to increase classification accuracy, it is a prudent decision to discard the 

above features. The predictive accuracy must be substantially improved in order to 

maximize the efficiency of the predictive model. After this, a reduction in building 

predictive model time may also increase performance. 

 

5.4 ENSEMBLE BASED PARTITION CLASSIFIER MODELWITH LARGE 

NUMBER OF FEATURE SETS 

Ensemble Model is the process by heterogeneous classifiers are combined to 

solve a particular computational intelligence problem. Ensemble learning is primarily 

used to improve the performance of a model, Ensemble modeling is the process of 

running two or more related but distinct l classification models and then synthesizing 

the results into a single score or spread to enhance the accuracy of applications for 

predictive analytics and data mining. Each training tuple has weights assigned. A series 

of k classifiers is learned iteratively. The weights are updated after a Mi classifier is 

learned to enable the subsequent classifier, Mi+1, to "pay more attention" to the training 

tuples misclassified by Mi. The final boosted classifier, M_, combines each individual 
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classifier's votes, where the weight of the vote of each classifier is a function of its 

precision. Due to the rapid growth of the high-speed network, the risk of cyber attacks 

on complex networks is also increased accordingly. Database anomaly discovery is a 

process of filtering uncertain features to allow a wide range of applications to be used. 

Proposed Ensemble Model  
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Figure 5.1: Proposed Partitioning based classification framework on high 

dimensional datasets 

In the ensemble classification problem K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Neural 

Network and Hybrid Decision Tree approach are integrated to improve the 

classification accuracy on each partition. In the decision tree construction model, a 

novel attribute selection measure is proposed in order to improve the tree pruning on 

each partition for the majority voting process. Finally, majority voting is used to find 

the statistical analysis of the classification problem. 
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Since the online distributed data is the communication between the client and 

the server, it is difficult to predict the occurrence of an anomaly in the large distributed 

data. Anomaly detection on the complex data must take a long time due to the large 

number of features.  Several anomaly detection techniques have been implemented in 

the literature to find the anomaly patterns or features using association and 

classification techniques.  Unfortunately, some anomaly detection models over data 

mining cannot cover all the normal or abnormal features. Traditional approaches mainly 

focus on detecting relevant patterns from the trained data in order to estimate the test 

data instances. In this proposed work, the robust partition based classifier was 

implemented to find the topmost anomalies using attribute relationships. This model 

efficiently detects the anomaly features along with uncertain features with high true 

positive rate.  

Figure, shows the block diagram of the proposed ensemble anomaly prediction 

model. It has three phases: 1) Data preprocessing 2) Feature selection process and 3) 

Classification model. 

5.4.1 Algorithm: 

Step 1: Input file (Filtered anomaly data) 

Step 2: Preprocess anomaly data for missing values. 

Step 3: Data transformation for unequal distribution as 

 For each attribute Ai  in DB 

 Do 

 If(Ai.type==numerical) 

 Then 
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 Else 

 Continue; 
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 If( ( , )i jSim S S >0) 

 Then 

 ' (Sim(S , ));i jS add S  

 Else 

 Continue; 

End for 

Step 5: Apply DT[1] and then use the partitioning approach using the probabilistic 

measure  as 

 For each partition 
1

'S  in 'S  

 Do 

 Compute prior probability as 

1

1 1 2

...

...

(c c ) ( (j)/c )

PProb argmax
(A , .... )

i j i

j n

i m i k

P P S

P a a a











 

 Divide the partition into 2 classes as yes and no or true or false. 

 Let P and N are the two sample instances with positive and negative classes. 
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 True information entropy is computed as  

  E(P)=E(
11 2{ , .... }Nx x x ) 

 Prior entropy function of true samples is given as 
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 If(TProb<FProb) 

 Then 

 Display as anomaly 

 Else 

 Display as Normal 

In the above ensemble based anomaly detection model, each attribute is checked 

against the data distribution. If the attribute is not uniform distributed then it was 

transformed to uniform format. For each attribute in the uniform distributed dataset, 
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instances are partitioned into set of sub partitions based on classes. After that, similarity 

computation was applied on the sub partitions to find the relevant relational anomaly 

features. True probability and False probability measures are used to find the high 

anomaly patterns in each partition. 

 

5.5 Experimental Results 

Results on Medical Datasets                 

In this section, we have implemented our proposed cancer micro-array model 

and compared the results with conventional decision tree modeling. It summarizes the 

microarray data set used for experimental evaluation. 10% of the training data are used 

as test data for performance evaluation in the experimental results.  

Ensemble methods allow more accurate prediction of true positives of high 

dimensional datasets. The proposed model uses the entire training data for construction 

of decision patterns, therefore its prediction accuracy tends to be more accurate than 

the traditional ensemble models. 

 

Table 5.1: Datasets and its properties 

Dataset Name Features Type 

lung-Michigan 7000 Numeric 

DLBCL-Stanford 4000 Numeric 

Leukemia  6817 Numeric 

lungCancer_train 12000 Numeric 

Lymphoma 4026 Numeric 

 

Ovarian Cancer dataset: 

 Ovarian cancer dataset is one of the high dimensional continuous attributes 

dataset. In this data a large number of feature space with limited number of instances 

are taken from the website(http://csse.szu.edu.cn/staff/zhuzx/Datasets.html). This 

dataset contains 15154 attributes and 253 instances for classification process.  

Table 5.2 : Comparative study of present model to the traditional models on four 

microarray datasets by using accuracy measure 

http://csse.szu.edu.cn/staff/zhuzx/Datasets.html
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Datasets 

PSO 

+ 

SVM 

PSO 

+ 

FFNN 

Statistical 

+ 

Ensemble 

FS 

+ 

Ensemble 

Proposed 

Model 

Lung Cancer 0.8353 0.8525 0.9535 96.03 96.45 

Lung Michigan 0.8353 0.845 0.9635 0.9903 0.993 

Ovarian 0.8744 0.8574 0.97 0.984 0.991 

Lymphoma 0.8835 0.8934 0.982 0.9845 0.989 

Error Rate 0.3042 0.294 0.174 0.201 0.18 

Runtime (ms) 6194 6364 3068 3465 3329 

 

Table 5.3: Generated Patterns on leukemia dataset 

32923_r_at < 4860.5 

|   32000_g_at < 910 

|   |   32279_at < 329.5 

|   |   |   35794_at <399.5 : MLL (4/0) 

|   |   |   35794_at >= 399.5 

|   |   |   |   37403_at <1530 : ALL (6/0) 

|   |   |   |   37403_at >= 1530 : MLL (1/0) 

|   |   32279_at >= 329.5 

|   |   |   39579_at < 75 

|   |   |   |   38938_at < -5 

|   |   |   |   |   32373_at < -215 : AML (1/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   32373_at >= -215 

|   |   |   |   |   |   36407_at < -442.5 

|   |   |   |   |   |   |   35504_at < -1007.5 : ALL (1/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   |   35504_at >= -1007.5 : MLL (5/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   36407_at >= -442.5 : ALL (5/0) 

|   |   |   |   38938_at >= -5 

|   |   |   |   |   35544_at < 519.5 

|   |   |   |   |   |   32437_at <34024.5 : ALL (6/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   32437_at >= 34024.5 : MLL (1/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   35544_at >= 519.5 : MLL (4/0) 

|   |   |   39579_at >= 75 : AML (4/0) 

|   32000_g_at >= 910 

|   |   32473_at < -1367 : AML (1/0) 

|   |   32473_at >= -1367 
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|   |   |   31423_at < -374.5 : AML (1/0) 

|   |   |   31423_at >= -374.5 

|   |   |   |   34560_at < 752.5 

|   |   |   |   |   33089_s_at <198 : AML (1/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   33089_s_at >= 198 

|   |   |   |   |   |   34570_at <17171.5 : AML (1/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   34570_at >= 17171.5 

|   |   |   |   |   |   |   32000_g_at < 1662.5 

|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   36446_s_at <2823 : AML (1/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   36446_s_at >= 2823 

|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   38417_at <4880.5 : ALL (6/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   38417_at >= 4880.5 : MLL (5/0) 

|   |   |   |   |   |   |   32000_g_at >= 1662.5 : AML (2/0) 

|   |   |   |   34560_at >= 752.5 : AML (1/0) 

32923_r_at >= 4860.5 : AML (9/0) 

 

Size of the tree: 41 

Table 5.4: Detailed Accuracy by Class wise on Cancer dataset 

True Positive 

Rate 

FP 

Rate 
Precision Recall 

F-

Measure 
MCC 

ROC 

Area 

PRC 

Area 
Class 

0.000 0.167 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ? ? ALL 

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ? ? MLL 

0.833 0.000 1.000 0.833 0.909 0.000 ? 1.000 AML 

Weighted 

Average:0.833 
0.000 1.000 0.833 0.909 0.000 0.000 1.000  

 

The robust partition based classifier gives the topmost anomalies using attribute 

relationships. This technique very reliably detects the anomalous features with high 

TRP. ensemble methods improve the effectiveness and usefulness of whole large data 

sets. The proposed model uses the entire training data for construction of decision 

patterns, therefore its prediction accuracy tends to be more accurate than the traditional 

ensemble models. 
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Table 5.5: Comparative study of present classification model to the conventional 

models for true positive rate and precision rate. 

Average TP and precision  

Model True Positive Rate Precision 

PSO + Ensemble 0.8144 0.8355 

GPSO + Ensemble 0.9253 0.9083 

Fuzzy PSO + Ensemble 0.9185 0.9034 

IPSO + Ensemble 0.9674 0.9586 

IABC + Ensemble 0.9725 0.9784 

Proposed Approach  0.997 0.9898 

 

The performance of the proposed model on all cancer datasets is described in 

Table 5.5. Here, all the cancer datasets are evaluated to find the average true positive 

rate and accuracy rate on the high dimensional datasets using the proposed model. It is 

visualized from the table that the model proposed has a high true positive rate and 

accuracy over the existing models. 

Table 5.6: Average runtime(ms) of all training datasets. 

Model Error Rate Runtime(ms) 

PSO + Ensemble 0.1956 6963 

GPSO + Ensemble 0.0895 6835 

Fuzzy PSO + Ensemble 0.0815 6946 

IPSO + Ensemble 0.0392 5793 

IABC + Ensemble 0.0253 5195 

IABC + IPSO + Ensemble 0.0153 4976 

 

The comparison of the mean average runtime of all training datasets on the 

cancer datatypes as shown in Table 5.4. From the table, it is noted that, relative to 

existing models, the proposed model has a low error rate and runtime. 
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Figure 5.2: Mean average error rate of proposed model to conventional models on 

cancer datasets. 

Figure 5.2 shows the average error rate of all microarray cancer datasets with all space 

features. It is clear from the figure that the proposed model has a low error rate 

compared to the existing models. 

 

Figure 5.3: Comparison of Present approach to the conventional approaches on 

microarray disease dataset 

Figure 5.3 describes the statistical comparison of the proposed model with the 

traditional disease prediction classification models. From the table, it is noted that true 

positive, false positive, F-measurement and accuracy improve on average by 5-10 per 
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cent when pre-processed with the proposed feature selection and ensemble 

classification model. 

Table 5.7: Comparison of the proposed classifier to conventional classifiers for  

gene relationships, average classification rate and runtime (ms). 

Model 
Gene-Disease  

prediction rate 

Classification 

Rate 

Average 

Runtime 

(ms) 

SVM 67.98 0.753 9184 

Naïve Bayes 71.54 0.843 8744 

Neural Networks 85.35 0.873 7925 

PSO + NN 86.98 0.893 7253 

Weighted Probability 95.17 0.974 6204 

Proposed Model 98.91 0.9893 5794 

 

Table 5.7 describes the comparison of the proposed model with the existing 

models in terms of gene prediction, rate of classification and duration of pattern 

detection. From the table, the proposed model has a high rate of genetic disease 

prediction, rate of classification and runtime(ms). 

 

Figure 5.4: Performance of the proposed probabilistic gene-disease classification 

model on different distributed medical data sets 

Figure 5.4 represent the average runtime graphical comparison of the proposed 

model to the traditional models on distributed biomedical repositories.  
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Figure 5.5: Graphical comparison of the gene to disease prediction rate for various 

prediction algorithms 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Graphical comparison of the classification rate on various 

classification algorithms 

 

Results on KDD network intrusion dataset 

In Network (KDD) dataset the classification rate increased to 98.7%, which is 

better accuracy than the previous models (94%), In credit dataset the classification rate 

increased to 98.5%, which is better accuracy than the previous models (82%) In 

Diabetes dataset the classification rate increased to 98.7%, which is better accuracy 

than the previous models (74.5%) 

 The results are shown below 
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5.5.1 Anomaly Patterns 

employment != >=7  ->foreign_worker != no  

personal_status != female single  ->  housing != for free  

job != high qualif/self emp/mgmt AND own_telephone != yes  ->credit_usage>= 4.0  

purpose != other  ->personal_status != female single  

foreign_worker != no  ->property_magnitude != no known property  

personal_status != female single  ->other_parties != guarantor  

other_payment_plans != none  ->  purpose != other  

over_draft != no checking AND housing != for free AND personal_status != male 

mar/widANDresidence_since>= 1.0  ->foreign_worker != no  

num_dependents<= 2.0  ->  housing != for free  

purpose != other  ->  location <= 4.0  

employment != >=7  ->  purpose != other  

housing != for free  ->property_magnitude != no known property  

property_magnitude != no known property AND housing != for free AND own_telephone 

!= yes AND residence_since>= 1.0  ->personal_status != male mar/wid 

personal_status != male mar/wid AND purpose != other AND other_payment_plans != none 

AND own_telephone != yes  ->other_parties != guarantor  

other_parties != guarantor  ->personal_status != female single  

other_payment_plans != none AND own_telephone != yes  ->over_draft != no checking  

property_magnitude != no known property  ->other_payment_plans != none  

property_magnitude != no known property AND personal_status != male mar/wid  ->  class 

!= bad  

other_payment_plans != none  ->  employment != >=7  

property_magnitude != no known property  ->num_dependents>= 1.0  

other_parties != guarantor AND personal_status != male mar/wid  ->  class != bad  

other_parties != guarantor  ->  job != high qualif/self emp/mgmt 

own_telephone != yes  ->other_parties != guarantor  

other_payment_plans != none  ->foreign_worker != no  

foreign_worker != no  ->  class != bad  

foreign_worker != no AND class != bad  ->other_payment_plans != none  

personal_status != male mar/wid  ->foreign_worker != no  

housing != for free  ->  class != bad  

own_telephone != yes  ->other_payment_plans != none  

purpose != other  ->other_parties != guarantor  

own_telephone != yes  ->other_parties != guarantor  
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other_parties != guarantor  ->  employment != >=7  

foreign_worker != no AND own_telephone != yes  ->other_parties != guarantor  

own_telephone != yes AND personal_status != female single  ->other_payment_plans != 

none  

foreign_worker != no  ->other_payment_plans != none  

own_telephone != yes  ->  housing != for free  

class != bad AND purpose != other AND other_payment_plans != none AND 

num_dependents>= 1.0  ->other_parties != guarantor  

class != bad  ->residence_since<= 4.0  

current_balance<= 18424.0 AND housing != for free  ->other_payment_plans != none  

other_payment_plans != none  ->foreign_worker != no  

own_telephone != yes  ->residence_since<= 4.0  

other_payment_plans != none  ->  class != bad  

own_telephone != yes AND class != bad  ->  purpose != other  

class != bad  ->other_parties != guarantor  

class != bad AND own_telephone != yes  ->other_parties != guarantor  

purpose != other  ->current_balance<= 18424.0  

other_parties != guarantor  ->over_draft != no checking  

job != high qualif/self emp/mgmt AND num_dependents>= 1.0  ->other_payment_plans != 

none  

own_telephone != yes AND class != bad  ->other_payment_plans != none  

class != bad AND housing != for free AND own_telephone != yes AND residence_since>= 

1.0  ->personal_status != male mar/wid 

personal_status != female single  ->over_draft != no checking  

employment != >=7  ->num_dependents>= 1.0  

housing != for free  ->other_parties != guarantor  

housing != for free  ->residence_since<= 4.0 

Elapsed time: 11.689s 

Classification Accuracy 0.97715 

Number of Iterations :9 

F-Measure:  0.87324 

Recall :  0.85359 

TP rate :  0.96992 

FP rate : 0.030079999999999996 

Classification Accuracy 0.98503 
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Results on Credit Dataset 

Table 5.8: Comparative results for existing and proposed models for Credit 

Dataset 

Datasize Patterns Existing Model Proposed Runtime(ms) 

500 25 3255 2467 

1000 35 4234 3177 

1500 58 5634 3277 

2000 71 6267 4275 

2500 157 9555 6335 

 

In the above table, as the data size increases proposed model has low runtime compare 

to traditional model. 

 

Figure 5.7: Comparative runtime study of present model to conventional models 

for high dimensional datasets. 

In the above figure, as the data size increases proposed model has low runtime 

compare to traditional model. 

Table 5.9: Comparison between true positive and false negative rate on credit card 

dataset. 

Data size Tprate Fprate 

500 0.9755 0.042 

1000 0.9844 0.0156 

1500 0.9854 0.175 

2000 0.9785 0.098 

2500 0.988 0.154 
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In the above table, as the data size increases proposed model has high true 

positive rate compare to traditional ensemble model. Also, as the data size increases, 

proposed model has low false positive rate compared to traditional model. 

 

Figure 5.8: High true positive rate and low False positive rate 

In the above figure, as the data size increases proposed model has high true 

positive rate compare to traditional ensemble model. Also, as the data size increases, 

proposed model has low false positive rate compared to traditional model. 

Table 5.10: Proposed Models Accuracy Comparison of Datasets using three 

proposed models 

Data set KDD Credit Diabetes Cancer 

MODD Tree (Model-1) 89.8 88.6 92.48 96.34 

Feature Selection +MODD 

Tree (Model-2) 
98.2 97.39 97.86 97.93 

Partition+boosting   

(Model-3) 
98.7 98.58 98.76 98.81 
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Figure 5.9: Performance analysis of the Proposed Models Accuracy Comparison of 

Datasets

 

Proposed methods for the ensemble improve the effectiveness and accuracy of 

true positive values on large data sets as a whole. The proposed model uses the entire 

training data set to build decision patterns, so the accuracy of the prediction of each 

cross validation tends to be more precise than the traditional models of ensemble 

classification. 

 

5.6 SUMMARY 

This feature selection-based ensemble model is developed for high dimensional 

microarray dataset. Most of the traditional transformation approaches have data 

adjustment methods independent of data distribution and outliers. Under the traditional 

models, the features are chosen in a static way or limited number of reasons. Feature 

selection algorithm is used on different classification models to improve the true 

positive rate and error rate. In Network (KDD) dataset the classification rate increased 

to 98.7%, which is better accuracy than the previous models (94%),In credit dataset the 

classification rate increased to 98.5%, which is better accuracy than the previous 

models(82%) In Diabetes dataset the classification rate increased to 98.7%, which is 

better accuracy than the previous models (74.5%),This model gives the better discovery 

of diabetes, right sort of glass, better recognizing of network attacks, cancer decease 

and credit hazards in the credit dataset. Experimental results are simulated on different 

microarray data and it turns out that the hybrid feature selection ensemble approach has 

high accuracy compared to the traditional models. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURESCOPE 

 

6.1 CONCLUSION 

Machine learning tools and techniques play a vital role in the business field and 

real-time applications. Most of the traditional machine learning models use static 

metrics, limited data size and limited feature space due to high computational 

processing time. In this work, a hybrid data transformation, outlier detection, feature 

ranking and classification models are implemented on the different databases. The 

proposed models gives the better recognition of diabetes, correct type of glass, better 

identification of network attacks, cancer decease and credit risks in the credit dataset.  

Proposed data filtering module is applicable to high dimensional data size and feature 

space for classification problem. In the classification problem, an advanced boosting 

classifier is implemented on the filtered data in order to improve the true positive and 

error rate.  

The main contributions of the research work include 

1. In the first contribution, a hybrid statistical anomaly detection-based 

classification problem is proposed on the continuous attributes. In this work, a 

hybrid control limits-based anomaly detection and classification algorithm are 

proposed on the different datasets.  

2. In the second contribution of the work, a hybrid feature ranking based 

classification model is proposed on the mixed type of attributes for robust 

decision making process. In this contribution, a hybrid attribute ranking based 

decision tree classifier is proposed to optimize the pruning problem on mixed 

type of attributes. 

3. In the third contribution, a hybrid ensemble learning model is implemented on 

the high dimensional and large databases to improve the true positive accuracy 

of the classification problem. 

Experimental results show that the proposed model has a high computational 

accuracy rate(~98.8%) and error rate of (~0.15%) compared to traditional feature 

selection and classification models.  
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6.2 FUTURE SCOPE  

In the Future Scope, real-time disease prediction is one of the main problems in 

IOT-based applications due to noise in medical sensor data or the problem of feature 

selection. To improve the disease classification rate and test the new type of disease 

patterns for real-time patient disease prediction using the IOT framework, a novel 

online feature selection-based classification model is required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


